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Was fastened to the stones with gypsum, and this pin was 
connected with two wooden arms which, by means, of rubber 

held in touch to two rolls (2 and 3 in Fig*. 2)
ctical results.

the planning 
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prison between theoretical and Pra 
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Berlin.

bands, were 
whose turning could be read off.

The turning of the huge stones was measured by levels 
on the land side. On the Rhine side pieces of plate were 
fastened to each hinge, which overlapped each other. For 
each loading stage a line was drawn in the plate below along 
the edge of the plate above, and the neutral position of these 

determined the turning angle.
The deflection of the arches

and at three points for each arch, and for the 
12 points, by the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.
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UNTIL BREAKING POINT OF A 
FOOT ARCH BRIDGE.

TEST-LOADING
100-

V. J. ELMONT, B.Sc„ A.M. Can. Soc C.E.
By

to the test-load as exactly as possible ; this concrete, having 
been a 1:6:6 mix, had become so hard during the six years 
the bridge was used that it would have influenced the results 
of the test due to its statical co-operation.

The following measuring apparatus was used in the test :
For determination of the angle-turning of the abutments 

a level was used on both sides (the bridge was situated close 
to the Rhine, in the direction north to south) over each of 
the four abutments.

The vertical and horizontal movements of the abutments 
measured by the apparatus shown in Fig. 2. A pin (a)

int 0n account of an exhibition in Düsseldorf manufacturers
arched ^ the Cement induSt*y ^^^u^was the intention 
to 1 ldge on the exhibition ground. , ut and it

let this bridge enter into the future street y >
*as> therefore, designed for a 25-ton steam roller and^ 
h0-da per square foot uniformly distribute • ssary t0 
cha 6Ver’ circumstances occurred which ma e 1 ^ was 0f
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h the new scheme. An „„.orfi»»> ?
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Figs. 3a and 3b.

theAn hour before the load 150 tons was reached, as 1 ^5,
of the steel on the bridge was nearly 124 tons, more ^te 
which probably did not go very deep into the concrete, ^

arc»'seen at the underside of the loaded part of the 
short time after the steel load had reached 140 tons the vet!

tart o{
fine crack (a, Fig. 5) which could be seen from the s 
the experiment, commenced to enlarge, so that it c0^ fie 
seen under the whole bridge, and at last appeared 0 
Rhine side of the bridge. (Fig. 5).

At all the instruments, however, it was 
movements of the bridge first started to go in the 
direction to what had been the case before, when $ 
was 225 tons. It must, therefore, be assumed that the

found that ‘ e
oPP°site

ing stage a measurement was taken every fifth minute, ullt* 
no further alteration in the position could be seen.

The results of the observations are graphically 
in Fig. 4, which gives the alterations in the centre HneS 
the arch on the land side by loading increases of 75 tons

of thcthe curves give the vertical and horizontal movement 
abutment and the vertical movement of the crown, and 
centre of the unloaded arch half ; the measuring on the 
side agreed perfectly with those on the Rhine side.

The increasing load produced first a uniformly inCCt\. 
ing deflection at the crown and a curving and raising °* j 
unloaded arch. In Fig. 4a and 4b is shown the movement 
the arch axis under a load up to 225 tons. From Table 
it will be seen that this load gives a deflection at the cr

unlo»de0at 2.2 of 1/25 inch and a raise in the centre of the 
half of the arch of 1.3.

As the test-load was increased to 225 tons a sU^t0 
change took place in the direction of the movements, due^e 
a crack which had formed in the arch at the edge of 
load. (Fig. 5). The testing institution speaks concern 
this crack in the report of the experiments in the foil0' 
way :—

rï % af
<uv

At the crown of the arches common inch scales were used, 
as greater vertical movements could be expected there.

It being an assumption for the correctness of the mea
suring that the piles, which carried the apparatus, were 
standing firmly, an investigation was set on foot to prove it. 
In a distance of 9 feet from the bridge a pile was driven op
posite each of the apparatus. The piles were connected in 
pairs with timbers carrying levels. These did not show any 
movement during the loading of the bridge.

To determine the posi
tion of the resulting forces 
in the different sections of 
the arches and the value 
of the compression and 
tension stresses along the 
intrados and extrados a 
number of elongation mea
surements were taken at 
the centre of the arches 
by means of Martens mir
ror apparatus (Fig. 3 a), 
which give a minimum 
reading of 1/125,000 of an 
inch, and at the ends by 

(Fig. 3 b) which gives a reading of 
In the Martens apparatus the

üff^ X5

•a1

Fig. 2.

an index apparatus
1/60,000 of an inch.

end of the measuring spring is supported by aone
pin (p) put into the arch two inches from the edge, 
and between the other end and the pin (q) the 
mirror is placed. A change in the distance between the two 
pins effects a turning of the mirror to the right or the left, 
whereupon the variation in the length can be determined by 
telescope reading in the usual manner. From the elongations 
the stresses can be figured out directly. For the index ap
paratus the principle is similar. A lengthening or shorten
ing of the measuring length effects a movement of a cylinder, 
connected with a long index, whose turning can be read on
a scale.

On the Rhine side only were placed apparatus at the 
centre of the arches, at the top and below. Here was used 
the Frankel-Leuner’s instrument, which had a turn-over ratio 
of 1/140 only.
lever system carried over to a writing pin, which notes its 
movement on a paper roll drawn by a clock-work mechanism.

The loading consisted of pieces of steel placed on the 
southern half of the bridge, over an area 16 feet long and 26 
feet wide. It had first been proposed to load the arch from 
the crown to the springing line, but this plan was given up, 
owing to the difficulty of procuring a sufficient quantity of 
steel.

The alteration in the length is through a

As the weight on the bridge had reached 75 meters, the 
instruments were read for the first time, and thereafter the 
reading was continued during the loading. For each load-

Table I.

Movements in 1/25 of an inch.
75 Tons.

Point.
In vertical direction—

Crown .......................................
Centre of northern arch half 
Northern abutment stone ... 
Southern abutment stone ... 

In horizontal direction—
Northern abutment stone ... 
Southern abutment stone .. .

400 Ton- 
4- 29-2 
4-20-°

225 Tons. 
—2.2
+ 1.3
4-0.7
4-0.8

300 Tons. 
4-0.5 
—1.1 
4-t.o 
4-0.7

150 Tons. 
—1.6 
4-0.7 
4-0.6 
4-0.4

. 1
+ 0.5 
4-0.1 
4-0.1

4-0.2 + 0.5 4-0.7
—1.4

4-0.9
—1.5

4- Means movement upward or to the right. — Means movement downward or to the left.

A
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occurring first under this action had penetrated so deeply 
the concrete that it could influence the equilibrium 
archl At 300 tons loading the crown had raised 2.7 (° 
inch) over the position it had when loaded wit 225 
(Fig- 4 c), and 0.5 over the original position at the commenc^ 
®em of the experiment. The next 100 tons called 
further movement upward in this point of 28.7-

Consequent on this movement the unloaded no 
trch half (to the right in Fig. 4) which hittoto bad 
curved strongly, was straightened again so ta 
fad raised to ,, under the original position when the «st 
°ad Was 300 tons; afterwards the arch turned upwardaroun^ 

c hinge and at 400 tons load the centre was 20.^ wjtjI
°lnt where it was situated when the bridge was 

ltS 0Wn weight alone.
^be angle turnings measured at the levels 

^t0nes a&reed with the above-mentioned move®® t0 the
town hinge opened first downward, c°rresp° experi- 
e ection at the top and toward the finishing left in
6nt upward. The southern abutment hinge ( 

jl&; 4), to which the loaded bridge is attached, open 
uriog the whole experiment, the northern °w 

aft hinge stone on the northern abutment side>
« the agreeing measurement on the lan aackward in a

load°nZ°ntally and 10 upward and *Urne ithern abutment a
similaf Lmm ° 10 300 t0nS"- jAt, ' and 0.7 took place, but 

tar movement to respectively i-5 ana / abut-
e result of the level readings did not agree caQ py.

ha^* With the mentioned movements. Tim wment had not

the hinge
The

Fi

be building seu separated from the walls of 
, as the leading persons thought that it was 

6 ®xPense of that work, as no importance 
6 behavior the abutments during the tes 
Very great mber of instruments (in al 4> 
Was nn==;u in spite of the many differen

to save 
attached to

by, better
was

As
used,were

disturbances
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Fig. 5-

j.- 'nsr from changes of temperature, , 0f agreeing
m«="i=e ,0 find . >“«“? "T,.d for compnri.fi 

Witfi ratUs’ the reading of which cou
the theoretical researches. f the pres-

sure^686 results a11 aided in <Fig' 6)' AS
the hnes f°r the different loading stag bridge were
exar^^ht of the load and its position ^ concrete m

y measured and the specific gravi .

the arch had been found to be 2.36, the acting forces were 
fully known, both in regard to value and situation, and it 

thus possible for each stage to draw an exactly deter-was
mined pressure line, also the acting points of the pressures 
in the hinges had been measured. As the figure shows, the 

line rises more and more under the loading by anpressure
increasing of the load from' o to 225 tons, until, under in
fluence of this load it reached the extrados of the arch. At

ty
V
/>■

2UCH
^ », fût Î5 uni 150

%
6, fvu \50 un<) 225 X.

10*

"A;sDC

c, £25, 300 unO 400
Fig. 4.

the intrados, rises corresponding to this position of the pres
sure line an increasing tension stress was shown. In the 
unloaded part of the arch the pressure line becomes more and 

flat with corresponding tension at the extrados.
From Fig. 6 it will be seen that the distance of the près- 

fine from the centre line of the arch is essentially 
in the loaded side than in the unloaded, and greatest

more

sure
greater
under that half of the steel load which is nearest to the 

; therefore, the greatest bending stress occurs herecrown
and at the same time considerable shear stresses, as the 
direction of the pressure line deviates so much from the 

line. The greatest unfavorable concentrated load procentre
duced such tension and shear stresses in the arch that it is 
not to be wondered that a poured joint, which otherwise was 

excluded from the bridge, and which accidentally was 
situated at the edge of the loading material, opened, 
crack commenced at the intrados and was then transmitted 

rd into the arch and, as the statical examination shows,

fully
The

upwa
the crack was throughout so deep that the tension stress in 
the remaining concrete was 350 to 400 lbs. per square 
inch. When the length of the crack was equal to half of the 
arch thickness on the Rhine side and H on the land side 
(300 tons load) a horizontal shear crack was visible. (Fig.

assumed that the bridge would collapse, the5). It was now 
thickness of the undamaged concrete being only 16 inches 
on one side and 8 inches on the other ; but no break took 
place, and it was possible to increase the load by one-third
up to 423 tons.

Between 225 and 300 tons the vertical crack came into 
full action, which can be seen from the fact that the extenso- 
meter, which was placed in the point d (Fig. 5) in the neigh
borhood of the crack, was suddenly unloaded, having hitherto 
shown increasing tension stresses. At the same time the
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6 o,oo°

4,800,0°° 

4,590,°°° 

4,640,°°° 

4,65°,000 

4,6oo,oo°

4,560,0°°

4,540,0°°

4,480-°°°

A
Tension.

330 65.0
52.0
34-o
18.0

231
168
70

0-514
Compression.

6.024
18.070

129 21.0
28.0
67.0

154
256

inch, * lD

2.
E

6,450,0°°

5,480,000

630 116.0

809 154.0

189.0990

228.01,170

263.0i,35o

1,520 305.0

1,710 342-0

1,890 382.0

2,070 423.0

270 47.0

B,
Cube No. 1.

A

160.0
146.O

4,440,000
5,040,000

4,340,000
4,900,000

II3.0
107.0

E

5,050,000
4,440,000
4,900,000
3,920,000
2,800,000

3,910,000
3,910,000
5,600,000
5,450,000
3,920,000

Table II.
(O. and length alterations per

6,150,000
3,780,000

336 54-0
90.0342

Moduli of elasticity (E), stresses 
1 /100,000 of the measure length.

A.—Measuring on the bridge.

Table III.
inch-The elongations x measured on 3.28 feet = 1 meter one-quarter of the span from the springing line in 1/25,000 

+ Means elongation. — Means shortening, e Means extrados, i Means intrados.
150 Tons. 300 Tons-75 Tons. 225 Tons. ii i ie e ee

+(a) Loaded part of arch
(b) Unloaded part of arch

—146 
+ 18

—54 + 2 + 65
—113

—107 + 34 —213
+ 52—18 —67 6 —90

Comparison of measured and calculated stresses (in lbs. per square inch) at the same point :—
75 Tons. 300 Tons-Dead load. 150 Tons. 225 Tons.

ii i i i eee e e actio#
cting
_7°7
—738

crack 
crack a
+ 231 
+ 265

Loaded side measured ...........
Loaded side calculated ...........
Unloaded side measured.........
Unloaded side calculated ........... —119

+ 168 
+ 153 
—342 
—356

—335
—315
— 70
- 87

+ 14 
+ 8 

—256
—235

—532 
—520 
— 24

—750 
—700 
+ 70 
+ 54

+ 330 
+ 194
—485

—46s

—i 19 —154

8—154

E and C m lbs. per squareunit (*)•

•Measuring on the cubes.
Cube No.

CE A

5,740,000
42.3272

5,600,000
82.9445

5,430,000
636 128.2

5,250,000
817 170.2

5,230,000
217.51,000

5,120,000
1,180 254.1

5,120,000
1,360 292.1

4,980,000
1,540 334-0

4,980,000
1,720 377-3

4,940,000
1,900 4I9.3

4,900,000
2,080 475-5
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place in the crown hinge. This was also clearly visible W 
the levels. By this turning the pressure was moved doWB 
ward, by which a new pressure line could be figured in51 
the undamaged concrete and which would explain the neW

agreeing reading on the four deflection meters at the crown 
of the arch showed that this point commenced to raise. This 
means that the loaded part of the arch tried to straighten, and 
corresponding to this a considerable rolling must have taken

o

.
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:
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The modulus of elasticity was also fixed in another way 
independent of the measuring. Two blocks were cut out of 
the concrete in the arch, from which cubes were sawed with 
12-inch side. For two of these not only the compression 
strength was measured, but at the same time the value of 
the decrease in length corresponding to each stage of the 
pressure, by means of which it was possible to determine the 
moduli of elasticity, thus giving a specially good occasion 
to test the value of the elongations, stresses and moduli of 
elasticity figured out after observations on the bridge itself 
by comparing the values directly found with those found by 
the cubes.

For the determination of the location of the pressure 
in the arch the following method of pro

movement at the topsrsTtajisr &?%£***' ””,d vr*l»e broke» down before <h« load had ^^

At the verticalThe maximum compression stress is on 
lbs. per square inch under 423 tons load. 
Crack the tension lbs. per square350 tons, 4°°stress was

1 7T

3
line and stresses 
cedure was employed :—

From the value of the compression or tension in the 
highest and lowest point in a section (1—2 in Fig. 7) of the
arcjj ( j_3 and 2—4) the position of the neutral axis (5) and
from that the acting point of the normal force could be de
termined. The normal stress (6—7) in the centre line of the 
section was figured out from the normal force and the area 
of the section. The normal force could not be measured 

of the instruments, but must be taken

\\t — 4£

k k/
3

V-

kA
3 directly by means 

from the above-mentioned pressure lines (Fig. 6) with cor
responding force polygons, which can be designed exceed
ingly exactly on the basis of the very careful determination 
of the specific gravity of the concrete, the dimensions of the 
bridge and the position of the pressures in the hinges.

Assuming a rectilinear distribution of the stresses, the 
value of these can be found directly by drawing 5—7, which 
give the stresses 1-8 and 2-9. The acting point of the 
normal force (12) is located by drawing a line through 7 and 
the lowest third point, 10, and from the intersection point 

and 8—n (1—2) a line n—12 (6—7).

t
l\l/9

/

*5
Fig. 7.

*°ch- and in the unloaded part of the arch the
Were found.

of the line 10—7 
The length 1—3 and 2—4 are in this case the sum of the 
variations in the length from the test-load and the weight of 

; these last-mentioned could not be further measur- 
the bridge, but should have been measured as the

stressessame

• was to deter-
The object of measuring the elongatio ^ the act- 

1Qe the position of the pressure line, t e the modu-
stresses and to obtain information cone

structure 
ed on

j "S‘ \
&(a»tuug»»tufcu :

f. 0; 15.150
¥ ■ tv *_

0*.
C'îitn--------

3
300* «AOO*.o'

100
■*6;

y ..<3°V

*• 161*

.b

Fig. 6.

It was, therefore, necessary to makefalsework^ w^remote-n ^ they might be figured.

The value of the normal force in the unloaded part of 
the bridge could be directly found in the force polygon, but

of thoselin difficulty 
that these QuanUtie

of elasticity
Ills certainThe maUr i?^ e*asticity of the concrete.
"r0blems consisted in the circumstance

exceedingly small, and that the 
c°nstant, but varies with the va ue

modulus
of the stresses.not a
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tedthe alteration of the length must be figured out from a chosen 
value of the modulus of elasticity, which was fixed at 5,500,- 
000 lbs. per square inch, after trying different values between 
1,500,000 and 8,000,000. This value agrees very well with 
the laboratory experiments made with the cubes of the 
year-old concrete, as shown in Table II. 
experiments are in this case specially valuable, because the 
line of pressure for the dead load nearly coincides with the 
centre line of the arch and, therefore, only produces 
pression stresses.

As proof of the correctness of the situation of the 
sure line and value of stresses found in this way, the sizes 
figured out by the statical examination

reached in this case by means of the strongly concentra 
load over the centre of one part of the arch was 2,74° ^s' 
per square inch, the concrete originally having been fi£ure 
out with a permissible stress of 560 lbs. per square inC'1' 
By this five times increased stress no indication of the de 
struction of the concrete could be seen.

2. Although the arch was very flat and the pressure l>ne 
close to the centre line, it was still possible, in this case 1 
the special arrangement of the loading material, to devel°j’ 
tension cracks. As above mentioned, the tension strenS1 
was about 350 lbs. per square inch. As the tensile streng1 
has been entirely neglected in the calculations, the structurC 
has a further safety in this high value.

I. 7uyc: £ i Gc(a?tctxt 9>o^t-nvcCvtwfuf.)

seven-
The compression

com-

pres-

serve.

a, dcA Syiauvutn^cn.•vtvintjcu.

V-

<Se'-Si,! ftq/yw 
225* /

/ : <S»"l «,0
t$< 15010f

5j\rtvwiun<j«n 
500 * ivnjtH 0*»f-, -it --

11.0JL*»t so p (>«V * 25,5 ky/qc*n

<Xi 0clxnung«n; 6. Sjtannungtn:

Ah.*52u * So*’ 9.5 6o*'5.0 <5O'*5,0 So** '6,5

■N

Ii-r.*<io
'.00 - of 75 f r*«50* 225* 500 r.

a-J'-iGo.h 5k” 11.3 S„- 16t S <?u- 55.»

Fig, 8.

steelIn Fig. 8. is given a graphical representation of the 
alteration in the length, found by Frunckle’s apparatus and 
the hereafter calculated stresses, for one section of the loaded 
part of the arch (above in the Fig.) and one in the unloaded, 
both situated one-fourth of the span from the springing lines. 
Under a are given the elongations (and shortenings) ; under 
b the stresses (in kg. per c.m.3). P in the diagrams means 
the normal load found by the experiment and Pl the 
found by the calculation. It will be noted that the 
vary in a very satisfactory

The results of the two different ways of determining the 
stresses are given in Table III.

As a summary of the test-loading on the bridge the fol
lowing may be given:—

3. For giving an approximation of the weight of 
used, it may be compared with the common 23-ton 5 
rollers. On the same area, which was filled with steel, 
rollers, with a total weight of 92 tons, could be placed,

423
load used by the experiment was thus ----- - = 4-°

tea01
four

times

92
greater than this quite exceptional loading. t€f

The bridge, during use, has probably had a still £re^0 
bearing strength due to the distributing ability of t^e3d 
concrete over the arch and because an increase of the 
load in ratio to the live load moderates the movement 
pressure line.

4. The hinges have been very useful ; without the01 
new stage of equilibrium could not take place, and the _ 
would have collapsed under a much smaller load than 
able to carry, as it had free movement at three points-

one 
stresses

manner.

of the

the

1. As the bridge is merely constructed to resist compres
sion forces, the compression stresses found by the experi
ment are of -greatest interest. The greatest value of these,

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION IN CANADA.

then*Mr. James A. Farrell, president of the United States Steel 
Corporation in testifying as to the corporation’s export trade 
in the United States Government suit, referred to the Can
adian business in part as follows :—

“Through Montreal we sell about 60,000 tons of wire 
product a year, sheet iron, mine rails, and sometimes standard 
rails, when they cannot be supplied by their own corporations. 
We are now supplying the Canadian Northern Railway with

25,000 tons of rails shipped by boat from Chicago and 
by rail to Calgary, where they cost $47.13, delivered 

“At Vancouver we supply much material, but 
rate from Pittsburgh there is $18 a ton. Material from

Ljver
iftef

pool or Antwerp may be shipped for $6 to $8 a ton. ^
we established our office there we found it necessary ^
a steamship service there. Our ships leave about every 
months, making stops all along the line. On the return 
into a general merchandising business.”
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INvestigation of____
the PITTSBURGH SLOW SAND WATER 

FILTRATION WORKS.

“The result of these investigations indicates that the 
daily capacity of the plant can be increased from one hundred 
and twenty-five million gallons to two hundred million gal
lons without the construction of additional sand filters. The 
amount of water yielded by a filter between cleanings is an 
essential factor in the increased capacity of the plant. The 
prime object of preliminary treatment is the assurance of 
the necessary field between cleanings. With this yield as
sured, the rate of filtration, or the amount of water filtered 
daily through each filter, can be increased so as to produce 
a total daily yield of two hundred million gallons, and still 
maintain the economy of operation in sand handling.”

“To arrive at this total daily capacity by slow sand 
filters, without preliminary treatment, under the present con
ditions, would require the construction of about thirty addi
tional slow sand filters of one acre each. The approximate 
cost of this installation would be over two million dollars, 
not including the necessary land.”

“The annual saving in sand handling alone is $40,000, 
with the plant as it now stands, and if we consider the dif
ference in cost between the extension of the present sand 
filters, without preliminary treatment, and the introduction 
of preliminary treatment, without extending the sand filters, 
as developed by the investigation, said differences being, in 
round numbers, about $1,600,000, exclusive of land, and al
low 5 per cent, annually on this saving, it amounts to $80,- 
000, which, with the $40,000 saved in operation, makes a 
total of $120,000.”

METHODS OF OPERATING

In July, i9IO, George A. Johnson, consulting engineer 

of construction and existing methods of operation of^ ^
sand water filtration works completed by that city 
a total Weston, of Bos

on studies re-
°tal cost of some $6,000,000. Mr. R- S.

°n, Mass., was associated with Mr. Johnson 
at*ng to the chemical phases of the problem.

The practical result of Mr. Johnson’s investiga 1 
®et forth in the last annual report of Mr. Chas. ■ ’
uperintendent of the Water Bureau. Abstracts r 

I mley’s

are

report follow :—
total operatingIt is noted with satisfaction that the , s

Derating the filtration plant, the saving m opera 
ant during the last year being about $40*000. 

k ‘The operation of the filtration plant 
** been attended with gratifying results im„

- d Sanitary point of view, due to the fact that, ' we
* methods of sand handling instituted las • ^ 

ere able to operate the plant about $40,000 c ea „
St of operating by the methods previous y c

examina.»» »' ">« "“toi

at this

for the past year 
financialfrom a

Proved

TRACK CONSTRUCTION ON PAVED STREETS.
“It appeared, from an 
operating cost of our plant was 

s aPPeared that, at certain seasons, we^ fT 
yields from filters between cleanings.

“The question, thus naturally divided itself along

the At the recent convention of the American Railway En
gineering Association one of the committees recommended 
the following practice on paved street construction :—

They recommended that treated ties should be used and 
should be laid on a bed of crushed rock, gravel or other 
suitable material, not less than 8 in. nor more than 12 in. 
in depth, placed in about 3-in. layers, each to be thoroughly 
rammed to compact it.

Vitrified tile drains were recommended to be not less 
than 6 in. in diameter, with open joints and leading to 
nearest point from which efficient drainage might be ob
tained or with sufficient outlets to reach sewers or drainage 
basins. These should be laid on either side of and between 
tracks, parallel with ballast line and outside of ties.

It was recommended that a 141-lb. girder rail of q-in. 
depth, or one of similar section, with suitable tie-plates and 
screw spikes, should be used. The track should be filled in 
with crushed rock, gravel or other suitable material, allowing 
for a 2-in. cushion of sand to support the finished pavement.

Ballast for paving foundation should be well rammed 
as it is installed. Two inches of good, sharp sand should 
be placed on top of the ballast. Paving should conform with 
municipal requirements, granite or trap rock blocks pre
ferred. Hot tar and gravel should be poured into joints as

also
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The first question has been handled
Johnson.

investigated
by Mr.

ov*. ‘These investigations began in
out eighteen months’ time, to Ja conditions 

the fil be Principal changes in operati g
tors were the introduction of the P10 a
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A test which may be of interest was one on cleaning 
ballast by the use of screens. The results of this teststone

tended to show that a gang of twelve men, properly equipped 
with tools, would cover about 165 ft. of double track per 
day of ten hours, making the cost per mile of double track 
$640. This cost included the work of cleaning the ballast, 
dressing the track and disposing of the dirt. The labor 
charge included a foreman at $2.40 and eleven laborers at

the
due
c°Unt
were °f seasonal and other changes, 

continued until all the different types
of data

of water
be^n
Caref ^countered, a large amount 

U study made thereof, and

was 
drawnconclusions

$1.60 each. _ .
The report of the committee on buildings included a 

brief report on the advantages and disadvantages of various 
of fright house floor construction in nart as follows :—

for the prelimi-
line with the conclusions, a -jgned, and the

reatznent of the river water waS construction of
„ ary contract plans prepared f°r 1
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“Wood block pavements may be used in place 

board floor. They are best used on top of a — - k5 
floor, with a i-in. sand cushion between. With wood b 

should be taken to obtain sufficient expansion J°* 
floors have failed from a lack of this precau^^

sub-

care
as many
One inch for 50 ft. is about the correct amount, 
also be taken to avoid the use of creosoted blocks where 
or similar articles which are easily damaged by odors ^ 
handled. There is also a chance of such damage fro® ^ 
used in the expansion joints. Zinc chloride is for this re^e(j 
recommended as a preservative for wood blocks when 
for freight house floors. Zinc chloride is cheaper than 
sole, and in a freight house the blocks will not suffer ^ 
the leaching which takes place when they are exposed 
weather, the main objection to the use of zinc chlori 
treatment of cross-ties and paving blocks. It is a'm°5^o0r, 
possible to get this kind of floor as smooth as a map L ted 
but if properly laid it tends to wear smooth. It is a ^ 
to points where wear is especially severe, such as ar 
to the handling of castings and heavy machinery. Its ;re<j. 
advantages are in the ease with which it can be rep ^ 

ordinarily made of pine. It would

Care s
flour

are

creo-
fro»

The blocks are 
that gum blocks would be better. Maple blocks ar® 
used, but are expensive. ear >s

“Concrete has been used successfully where the ge 
. There is a good deal of chance of a^ces 

by falling freight, and its use must be restricted to 
where there is little chance of castings and similar a^g 0f 
being handled, unless the top surface is carefully m®glle0t 
the best of hard aggregates. Under such conditions eX 
results have been obtained.

“A concrete sub-floor protected by a layer of a ^ tjje 
mastic will give excellent results. It will cost more t a ^ -y 
concrete floor, but it will not chip and scars made nCrete 
surface soon disappear. It is not so cold as the c° 
floor and has been used for this purpose with succès • 

“Asphalt blocks properly made would seem to 
advantage for this purpose. They should make a 
floor than the wood blocks and can be more easily r 
than the mastic floor.”

not too severe

so»6
smooth

have

regina-
RAILWAYS AND CIVIC WORKS AT

SASK.
The following civic works will be carried out this ^.^5, 

Street railway extensions, $825,000; gas plant investi#
trunk sewer (48-inch), $240,000; waterwor^ 

sion, $200,000; storm sewer mains, $60,000; power P a ^ 
one), $425,000; electric light extensions, $250,000; 6fe
scavenging equipment, $117,000; road making, ®22£a0a<J’al1 
hall and motor equipment, $60,000; footbridge over ^534»' 
Pacific Railway tracks, $35,000; winter fair auditorlu®>^.tj0p, 
000; police station and court, $180,000; hospital a ^pild' 
$125,000; complete subways, $37,000; remodel ®ar ®c w»tef 
ing, $7,500; domestic sewer mains, $630,000; domes ^ 
mains, $420,000; paving, $580,000; paving (und^5g $1 
law), $550,000, (debentures sold) ; concrete sidewa 
000; collegiate extension, $100,000. . ■ .

As a railway centre Regina occupies a fine PoS1^ o0t 
three of the great transcontinental lines operate in an ^ b#1 
Regina. The Canadian Pacific Railway was the Pl0n.gc bjS 
the Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk aCgll(j 
entered into an agreement with the city council to sP coDt»a 

the erection of a large* hotel, which w'^{ge st^ 
275 sleeping rooms. This railway will also erect a ^ 0
tion at a cost of about $500,000. About eight bun r 
train sheds will be built adjoining the station so that

$25,000;

i5>'

A»

000,000 on

arriving in the city will be under cover.

Freight House Floors__-“Freight house floors should
ordinarily be built to carry a uniformly distributed load of 
at least 250 lbs. per sq. ft. 
filled-in floor, considering the cost of maintenance, is ordi
narily cheaper than joist construction. It is also advan
tageous, because it will carry the unusually heavy loads 
that sometimes occur.

“The usual method of construction consists of filling up 
to the required level with sand or gravel, thoroughly flushed 
and compacted. To ensure a dry floor, on this filling is laid 
a bed of cinders about 6 in. thick, thoroughly compacted. 
In the cinders are bedded sleepers, preferably about 4 in. x 
6 in., laid flat, about 2-ft. 6-in. centers, 
plank above them should be thoroughly treated with creo
sote of zinc chloride where there is to be an additional

Except for small houses, a

These and the

ita^or similar section

[ 141 lb Girder 
Concrete packing

Joints filled vvith 
tar and gravel>.

i*1^4£ELiGB3l

r T I
V"s-u"of Ballast «nitrified[Tile Pipe

to be laid With open joint*

Recommended Track Construction for Steam Railroads at 
Paved Street Crossings.

m1

wearing surface applied. With untreated timber renewal is 
sometimes necessary within four years, though under favor
able conditions a life considerably greater is usually ob
tained. When no cinders are used on top of the sand the 
decay seems to be hastened.

“In place of cinder filling and sleepers a layer of coal- 
tar pitch spread upon a layer of sand over a course of con
crete is being quite extensively used. This is durable and 
is said to give good results. Specifications for this method 

obtainable from the coal-tar producers.
“Either on the sleepers, laid in cinders, or on the pitch 

are laid planks about 2 in. thick. With the pitch sub-floor 
the plank should be laid with broken joints toenailed and 
embedded in the pitch by hammering until the proper sta
bility is obtained. Care should be taken to see that they 
are brought to an exact grade. The plank need not neces
sarily be toenailed with the wooden sleepers.

“To get a smooth-wearing surface on top of the plank 
hard maple is generally preferable. It does not splinter and 
it wears evenly. It has a short life when exposed to the 
weather. It is growing scarce and getting expensive. Beech 
is often sold for maple, they being difficult to distinguish. 
It is somewhat darker in color and it splinters more, 
is softer than beech or hard maple, but does not splinter

are

Birch

so readily as beech.
“Gum, especially tupelo, is recommended as a substitute 

for maple, and it probably will, to some extent, displace it. 
It is darker in color and somewhat softer, but it wears 
evenly and it does not splinter much more than maple.

There is aThorough seasoning is particularly essential, 
large supply of gum in the South and its use for floors 
should be extensive.

“Under most conditions, the best floor can be had by 
laying the top floor diagonally, putting the plank lengthwise 
and the sleepers crosswise of the house, without any bearing 
on the side walls. Inequalities in settlement of the floor 

then less liable to make trouble, the plank can be laid 
with minimum expense, and the top floor gives the best 
results after considerable wear. This costs for the top 
slightly more for laying and more for repairs. Where there 
is a pronounced amount of trucking in one route it is some
times thought desirable to put the flooring parallel to this 
trucking but where the amount of traffic warrants it would 
seem best to put a runway of steel plates.

are
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SOME WATER SUPPLY PROBLEMS OE THE 
WEST.*

and other glacial lakes extended westwards as far as 
the South Saskatchewan River.

lake
the Elbow on

The channels or ravines cut out by the streams flowing 
from the ice sheets have been gradually or partially filled 
in by sand, silt and gravel washed out of the morainic 
deposits, building up the gentle slopes and flat plains be
tween the banks. During the ages that have since elapsed 
the streams have eroded passages through these outwash 

and in places undercutting the beds of drift, thereby 
the underground water-bearing stratas and causing 

the surface.

. SOC. C.E.,By R. 0. Wynne-Roberts, M. Inst. C.E., M. Can 
F-R. San. Inst., etc., Consulting Engineer, Beg

read aOwing to the gentleman who had arranged to .
to-night finding he had to leave the city, an

before, not be able to fulfil his engagement and as th
breach, it is to oc 

topics for dis-

plains, 
tapping
springs to appear on

The fine silt or mud, composed of disintegrated cre- 
rocks, which were carried by the ice sheets, formed 

the flat or very slightly undulating land surface of the 
which constitute the major portion of the country 

This material, called till, consists of pul-

e Was 'too short for others to fill the 
Ped that the following note will furnish

Cussi0n :_
ki Every country, district and town has water 
fu tos t0 solve. It is rare to find nature so genel . 
diffi1^ abundant, pure supply of water without leay g t 

more l«s, for ,he ««*■«" “ j
Perh, aVe °nly t0 study the conditl°nS “ water of any 
coi PS> P°ssesses the most bountiful supp y 
Co Ktry’ t0 observe that a number of towns
'Vaterltsing1With °ne diffiCulty °r “"-fs limited in quan
tity ls,either difficult to procure, or it is

„ »„<, =,„««= w.«. -
MidriiUndanCe of water- the Problem m manynlv and it will 

lddlVVest is to find a copious and pure supply. and
to consider why it is often so dr cu _ Water

Probi author has during his career had a nu
aske ^5 t0 deal with> but when he ViSitelS wSo was 

nby tbe corporation, through your pre w;th the
view tlty Commissioner, to conduct investiga^ conditions, 
which ? au8'menting the supply, he foun

c bad t0 be carefully studied. ting features
wht , 0,°8ical Formation.—One of many 1 . , forma-

to b, studied ».s th,. of fhe 
to o °f tbe country, and in this connection 1 , t0 form
it'*' >ht wnde, which primarily

Pographical features of this part 0 nrig-m. When 
Jhe Present surface is entirely of £laCia *ed South-

WardJStti.great ice invasion of the glaCial e,Ph°tiess much more 
nio.d ,the surface of the country was do u Jy drained
in otf tban it is to-day, and 'the valleys hundreds
of f *her directions. The great sheet of 1C®’ J stripping
l00Spet In thickness, advanced slowly sou bills; stones,
&ravel mat®rial> crushing and levelling ro ^ increased the 
Power Td mud became frozen to the ic • excrescences,
-tc. p°f tbe glacier to wear down other kinds were
thus n°rm°us masses of crushed rock 0 parts across
this c 'Cbcd UP and conveyed from the n° c]]mate became
warm°Untry int0 the United States. When huge streams
of w^ the .ice gradually melted back, a d and brought 
With er’ which flowed down from the ice .»j depositing 
the ; them great quantities of detrital mater ^ fonning 
the ni”?6 ln uneven masses, filling up,V& n,;nCipal features
°f thUmS and hills which constitute the pnncip

ai„7 re ,lis

taceous
supply pro

as to 
some

prairies,
south of Regina, 
verized rock forming impalpably fine clay mud, often inter
mixed with gravel, boulders and rock. This till, bluish-grey 
in color, although oxidized on the surface and underneath 

few feet to yellowish clay, is to be found over the 
country, extending to the Central States of America. It 
usually underlies the gravel deposits, and forms a more or 
less impervious substratum. The upper portion of this till 
is commonly softer and easily dug, while below it there is 
a sudden change to a hard and compact deposit, locally called 
hardpan. The probable cause of this (according to Mr. 
Upham) was the pressure of the enormous weight of the ice 
sheet upon the lower and older till, while the upper till was 
dropped loosely as the ice melted. The boulders, which are 

less plenty on the ridges and in valleys, are gen- 
granite, gneiss, and schists brought from the north- 
and also limestone—the latter, being softer and more 
crushed, has been largely reduced to gravel, etc.; 

is that the substratum consists mostly of limestone

We

and cities are 
The supply of

for a

be

more or 
erallvthen
west, 
easily 
hence it 
and clay.

It is important to note
matrix of clay with pebbles and boulders, and, forming 

a more or less watertight mass, has intermingled and inter- 
bedded with it in a most extraordinary manner, and often 
1 vine above and below it porous water-laid sands and gravels, 
which constitute the water-bearing strata. In many places 
these beds of sand and gravel lie between two beds or till 
of different epochs of formation, but in a greater number of 
districts gravel beds of varying depths, thickness and char- 

1 be found under the clay bed drift. It is, how- 
possible to trace these beds for a great distance.

has been leached out of the older 
recent accumulation it virtually

that the glacial till, consisting

of a

thg

acter are to 
ever, not
The calcareous matter
formation, but in the more .
remains without change ; consequently, the water obtained 
for the latter beds are heavily charged with mineral salts.

surficial layer of drift is generally open and fairly 
loose with the result that water percolates rather freely into 
tbe subsoil Owing to the uneven manner in which the glacial 
materials were deposited and to the undulating nature of 
tVip surface, it is inefficiently drained ; there is a plexus of 
nools sloughs, and swamps. The drift is often saturated 
nearly or even to the surface; hence it is that so many 
farmers are able to obtain a fairly abundant supply of water 
from shallow wells. In times of drought, however, the water 
table will be considerably reduced, and in some instances it 
will probably sink below the bottom, of such wells. This 
is also the main reason why sloughs appear to dry up in 

of drought.

The

time ter-
great ice sheet halted from time to 

moraines were formed. . the surface °
a ]ar e Second ice invasion again c an p0Sits left y its pfl Part of the country, disturbing the deP

edecessor and redepositing the sam , the United
State„ ^Se 'ce sheets advanced across an‘. glacial deposits
can be ’P tbe form of a huge tongue, an ges 0f glaciate
hiaten ,°Und over vast territories.. 'I'hesc character, a"
distr;ra VarV in thickness, magnitude, 5 ’ manner. T e
dC>^, and were laid in a mostjbaot^ ^ to z.joo 
feet ,1. around Regina, for instance, feet above

ove sea-level, and about 600 to T’_ . 1 period. 
gassiz, which was formed in the S

seasons
In the case of the outwash sands and gravels to be 

found stretching out from the moraines, these beds, being 
very porous, readily absorb the ram falling upon them.

Sand dunes are found in some places, like Pilot Butte 
formed by sand from the plains drifting with 

or dunes or drifting sand-These were
the winder and heaped up in cones
hills The time of formation of these dunes was probably

ThisEake

Society-
Paper read before the Regina En'gmpering



threeand one-quarter inches out of ten inches rain in tb®
can be secured, but it caDD()t)1et 

assumed that a similar yield can be obtained from aï' u 
watershed in the prairie provinces, for it might be e 
or be far less, as eveyrthing depends on local features- ^ 

There are available for Regina about 200 square 
of watersheds, and at the above rate it is estimate 
about ten million gallons can be collected and deliver 
the city.

be
driest consecutive years

edi»t0

of
Tapping the Supply.—Having ascertained what ext^st 

available, the minimum rainfall 'n^g0rp- 
years, estimated the losses by floods, evaporation, 
tion, and what is collectable, it then remains to be 
how best to tap the supply.

This depends on several conditions, such as top 
of the district, substrata in which the water is eXpeC 
be found, inclination of the water-bearing stratas, ptc' 

While the author was conducting the investigate0 ^ 
the question of augmenting the water supply, he visi ^ a5 
two hundred farmers, and from them obtained inform ^ 
to the nature of the stratas through which they sa 
and in which they found water ; he also inspected $ ji 
square miles of country, and by this and other tf
many places was able to locate the existence of water^ aie‘1 
stratas, the direction in which they dipped, and . #

The author recommended sinkiu ^

catchments are

It'ogtrt toted

Sc»

ells
of the watersheds, 
in Boggy Creek, where works had already been sta 
it was the lowest point in that part of the ca-tchmen ^ jjfles 
could be utilized, and also the laying of collecting P1
in various directions.

Wells.—Authority was obtained to carry out the^^ 
mendations, and in April, 1912, the first well was s of 
feet, when a large volue of water overflowed at a 
twelve feet above ’ground. This well has continue {0 the
flow at the rate of about 150,000 gallons per day. t®11
present time eighteen wells have been sunk, of w . ^ptl- 
are overflowing, five are choked and three were unsa 0* 
The choked ones can be cleaned when necessary- 
these wells are five inches in diameter and the rest 
inches.

re<

S or°e
re seVeC 

at®
They vary in depth from 65 feet to i92 ^ojne 

underground pressure and the velocity of flow in , s5 
stances were too great to maintain a constant sU ^ce" 
the large volume of water gushing out of the wells ^ t]jis 
too great a current in the water-bearing strata, M
caused sand and other materials to be conveye v„
sitream and choke the wells referred to. To over d;jite 
difficulty it was decided to sink other wells in their 
vicinity so as to relieve the pressure, and this ^ c\tf 
partly successful. In some cases quicksand and 5

tl)i5

a*cause trouble.
The stratas through which the wells were 

follows :—

w®tesunk

No- ,7'No. 2. No. 5.
Feet. Feet. Mud and ®,ayd 

Sand aI1 
gravel • • ’ , 1) 

Clay and „

Quicksand ^

clay • ■ ' " " ^
Hard CM a'fld ,* 
Clay and

Depth • ' '

Clay
Coarse sand... 20
Fine sand and

clay..............
Fine sand ... 13
Gravel and

sand.............
Sand..................
Hardpan.........  4

Clay.................
Clay and 

gravel .....
Gravel.............
Yellow sand 

and quick
sand .........  .

Clay and hard- 
pan ..............

6 38 i

5
8 30

6»

173
21

10
,7$

Depth ... 75 Depth . .. too
The author, in October last, was consulted 0f tl^

lyle town council in connection with the augmenta jijtf1
supply of water. After making an inspection or cejW
around, the council was advised to sink a well on

CP

soon after the recession of the ice sheets and before vege
tation had spread over their surface.

Rainfall.—The question which arises after ascertaining 
the areas of the possible watersheds is the quantity of rain 
falling on such sheds, more especially in prolonged periods 
of drought.

As a fairly typical example, we might consider Regina 
district. There are two rainfall observation stations on 
which the rainfall in the Regina district may be relied upon. 
These are the North-West Mounted Police barracks and 
Qu’Appelle, These, however, do not accurately represent 
the rainfall on the watersheds east and north-east of Regina, 
because the stations are lower ’than the waterheds in 
question.

By analysis of the recorded rainfall at these stations 
the mean annual rainfall is computed at about 16 inches. 
The next step to take is to ascertain the rainfall in any three 
driest consecutive years. The above-mentioned records were 
carefully examined, and it was found that it amounted to 
about 10.4 inches, or 65 per cent, of the mean annual 
precipitation.

Evaporation.—The problem that has to be next investi
gated is that of evaporation that takes place on the surface 
of the water and land. Part of the rain percolates, into the 
ground to feed the water-bearing strata springs, etc., and 
sustain vegetation, another part is lost by drainage off the 
surface of the land into the streams, and a portion is 
evaporated. In the West, however,, snow remains on the 
ground for months. The ground is frozen to a considerable 
depth ; consequently, not much water percolates down to the 
substrata during winter. It must be remembered that 
evaporation goes on throughout the winter; when the spring 
arrives, much of the remaining water, in the form of snow 
and ice, when melted will drain away. Furthermore, in 
summer, some of the water which has percolated into the 
ground is absorbed by vegetation and then transpired into 
the atmosphere. There are, however, several depressions in 
the land surface, such at kettle-holes, etc., which retain 
water until it disappears into the ground or is evaporated. 
The phenomena of evaporation is an interesting one, and it 
is to be hoped that the Government will some day arrange 
for careful observations over a prolonged period to be made, 
for it has a very material influence on the question of water 
supply, irrigation, agriculture, etc. In general terms, 
evaporation is a product of many conditions, such as tem
perature of the air and water, duration and intensity of solar 
rays, the dryness and velocity of the air, etc. Evaporation 
increases with rainfall, but is much more uniform in dis
tricts of large rainfall, and in districts of low rainfall it is 
relatively high. So, in years of drought especially 
tion constitutes a very important factor in the problem of 
water supply.

The United States Government has conducted a long 
series of evaporation on the Salton Sea, California, where 
it was found that the evaporation ranged from 51 inches in 
1908 to 69 inches in 1910. In Ohio it was 46 inches. It may 
be estimated that from the surface of water i-t is approxi
mately 50 inches in the West, but what is lost by evaporation 
from the land surfaces is not possible to estimate at present.

Yield.—The yield from watersheds varies in 
owing to the difference in physical features, such 
tains, valleys, as contrasted with flat or undulating prairies, 
rocky catchments as compared with porous plains, luxuriant 
vegetation, trees and foliage on the one hand and “prairie 
wool” on the other.

In the case of Regina water supply, after taking into 
consideration the many conditions and approximate similarity 
with water sheds in the States, it is estimated that by laying 
extensive collection pipe lines and sinking wells about one

evapora-

every case, 
as moun-
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Patch 
a depth 
were

J land. This well was sunk in April, 19131 and at 
found under conditions which!Q2 feet waiter 

nj^dicted in the report.
charpPri 'ty °f Water—Wel1 water in the Prairie distncts 15
kinds fWUh lime salts’ caused by contact with different 
»ater 01 lltnest°ne. This is common to almost all well 
Were n ^ J6 ^est- As already stated, when the ice sheets 
transnnaSSmg °ver the country a large quantity of rock was 
crush,- Ue<1'' The harder rocks survived the process o 
district/)etter than the soft rocks; hence it is that in some 
It js . ard rock boulders are to be found on the surface, 
the surftlrnate<* by t^le geologists that about 90 per cent, o 
rock h aCe boulders are of hard rock and 10 per cent, soft 
We fi’ndUt *n tbe substrata the proportions are reversed, an 

^ 9° Per cent, of gravel is limestones of various kinds, 
in its ^ er readily absorbs salts and gases, and, consequently, 
saits ,arSKage thr°ugh the soil and different stratas, mineral 
Sases 6 absorbed. In addition to salts, water absorbs
in the as carbonic acid gas is present in the air and
‘ts soif r°Und’ is taken up by the water, and this increases
atitiosni!111 Powers- When the water finds an outlet to the 
carb0n;„ere’. SUch as in the form of springs, some of the 
w’th 1;— 3cid gas is lost and it becomes less heavily charged 

and, consequently, a limited natural softening

was

Ptocess
Jn ® Water as supplied to Regina, for instance contains 

nias-r,6 3nd suiphate of lime and carbonate and su p a 
CaPse ft,CSla and other chemic constituents. These sa s 
to soft.Water to be “hard,” d the problem is how bes
$cale to Hard water used boilers causes sludge an
e®ciencv e f°rmed, and these 'time not

p] ° *be boiler, but also tend to cause 
The and °ther troubles. 

sSese hardness of water is 
ness. . namely, temporary hardness and permanent 
readik, already explained, water absorbs lime salts m<> 
Water, hen it contains carbonic acid gas. By heating ,, 
■n s°luti18 gas *s driven out and the carbonate of ime

at;°P by means Qf such gas becomes insoluble and
^’PitJj PaTt’ together with magnesium car ona >
Part of ®d and forms sludge. Temporary hardness is « 

t0ta^ hardness which is precipitated w 
CMoridè ‘ g WU1 not have the same action on the sulphate, 
S°luble. p nitrate of lime or magnesia, as these salts re 
as n-i ermanent hardness represents these sa ts a 
ureCiPit?t , °f the carbonates of lime and magnesia not 
V hi66 by boiling. Temporary and permanent hand 
stics 0f ,eVer> are relative terms, to denote the c

carb

only reduce the
overheating

usually divided into two 
hard-

cla

Waters.
use of hard water for industrial purP 

nportancg t0 cons;der it from the domes \ 
rat/ ?art °f carbonate of lime decomposes 6. P 
ate of sodium, and, as soap usually contains only^bo 

of w so66"1' °f stearate of sodium, about 9.5 a’llons
Water ap are required. Consequently, if IO°,£X an<j 

a ^ bur^er day are consumed in washing, clean g ^ 
q SlIhple ®es’ in which operations soap is neceSS f ’ soap 
ejaculation to ascertain the consumption

, Eari ° Produce lather. , ner
Pan!"1, (or one pound) of. carbonaieent toimto,Lo

0K>s ^0r pounds), which is equiva
S ,a h Water- requires about ten pounds soap

I V W6r- Tbis is equal to ,00 pounds per TOO..ns>
totaj 2° Partser0f°btained from wd,S in ^L^-'so that the 
her theoretj- , carbonate of lime per , ’2)0oo pounds

Ioo,r>o« Ca consumption of soap will b

6arts Per
et S Of

Soa4° gaH°ns.
ton ofS rctaüed a<t about ten cents Per P

SOaP will cost about $200, or about $2 P=r
ound; therefore,

1,000
%

We will now consider softening of the water by 
of lime. Carbonate of lime, CaCo„ is nearly insoluble, but 
when carbonic acid gas is present, soluble bicarbonate of 
lime is formed. Dr. Clark’s process, which has been in 
operation all the world over, in one form or other, for about 
half a century, consists of adding quicklime or slaked lime 
to the water, with the result that the active lime at once 
combines not only with the excess dissolved carbonic acid 
in the water and forms the practically insoluble carbonate 
of lime, but also robs the bicarbonate of lime of its semi- 
combined carbonic acid, so as to effect practically a total 
precipitation of all the lime present as carbonate. The 
active lime thus effects exactly the same result as would be 
produced by boiling.

means

In softening water by adding lime, theoretically, 0.56 
parts of quicklime is required to remove each one part of 
carbonate of lime in 100,000 parts of water. In practice, 
however, more quicklime is required. Adopting the 
basis for calculation, as is the case of the soap consump
tion, each part (or one pound) of carbonate of lime per 

parts (or pounds), which is the

same

same as 10,000100,000
gallons of water, requires 0.56 parts or pounds of quick
lime to remove the carbonate of lime. This is equal to 5.6 
pounds per 100,000 gallons. The water contains, say, 20 
parts of carbonate of lime per 100,000, so 112 pounds of 
quicklime are necessary. With lime at one cent, per pound, 
the cost of softening such water is $1.12 per 100,000 gallons, 
or 12 cents per 1,000 gallons. The actual cost will probably 
be nearly twice as much. It will thus be observed that 
softening by lime is, theoretically, about eighteen times 
cheaper than by soap.

Prairie water, however, as already stated, contains other 
salts than carbonate of lime, and we will see what it means 
to adopt a softening process to reduce them to an eco
nomical minimum. Thau will mean the adding of quicklime 
as well as soda ash.

Assuming that prairie well water contains :—
20 parts per 100,000 of calcium carbonate.

3 parts per 100,000 of magnesium carbonate.
15 parts per 100,000 of magnesium sulphate.

The quantity of quicklime to remove the calcium carbonate 
with the theoretical amount already mentioned, 112 pounds 
per 100,000 gallons.

The theoretical quantity of soda ash necessary to re- 
most of the magnesium carbonate will be 37.6 pounds, 

remove the magnesium sulphate 130 pounds per
move 
and to 
100,000 gallons.

The cost will, theoretically, be :—

112 pounds of lime at one cent per pound---- $1.12
5-03167.6 pounds of soda ash at three cents

$6.15Total .

of lime and soda is, therefore, equal to about 
six cents per 1,000 gallons, but in actual practice it will 

To this must be added the cost of labor, super- 
As the cost is high, it is de- 

what extent the hardness can be 
our local conditions with respect

The cost

be more.
vision, capital charges, etc. 
sirable to ascertain to 
reduced, having regard to

of labor and materials. But this the author will notto cost 
follow further at present.

softening scheme can be undertaken with 
nv degree of'confidence and satisfaction, it is essential to 

obtain results of mineral analysis of the water to be treated, 
which is different to sanitary analysis. It must be dearly 
understood that the foregoing figures are only approxima
tions submitted to illustrate the nature of the problems con
fronting the engineers in the West.

Before any
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suit-

sidération whether rapid mechanical filtration is 11101 
able and economical for muddy and impure water5 
from rivers.

Water containing comminuted clay mud is
treat without adding some coagulant. In New Or ^

after

Before leaving the question of water softening it will 
doubtless be interesting to refer to another process, which 
is now before the public, and that is the Permutit process. 
Permutit is the trade name of an artificial zeolyte produced 
by a process invented by Dr. Cans, of Berlin, Germany. 
This material is granular in form, much line coarse, grey 
sand. It is usually placed between layers of fine gravel in 
a filter bed or tank. As the water passes through the 
permutit and exchange takes place.
permutit exchanges with the calcium and magnesium in the 
water, and by this means the hardness of the water is 
reduced 'to zero. When the permutit has lost its power of 
exchange, or, in other words, it is exhausted, it can be 
revived by saturating it with a solution of common salt. 
In this case the sodium in the salt is exchanged for the 
calcium absorbed by the permutit, and, when the exchange 
is complete, the filter is washed and is ready for softening 
a further quantity of hard water.

There are a large number of water softening plants on 
the market, all worked on the same principle, but differ 
somewhat in details in the method of proportioning the lime 
and soda, and in the general arrangements, but it will be 
impossible in the space of this short paper to discuss them. 
The selection of plant suitable for Western waters so as 
to obtain uniform results at as low a cost as possible 
requires full consideration.

Sterilization.—As all waters in the West are more or 
less liable to pollution, it is necessary to adopt some means 
of sterilization. In this case there are several ways of 
sterilizing water, such as by ultra-violet rays, by chlorina
tion, and by ozonation. The most popular method at present 
of sterilizing water is by adding a very small proportion 
of hypochlorite of lime, often as little as half a pound per 
100,000 gallons, or one-half part per million. The quantity 
of sterilizer required depends, of course, on the quality of 
the water to be treated. This is a subject which would alone 
suffice to occupy an evening, and, consequently, can now 
only be touched upon as indicating one of the problems to 
be dealt with.

Filtration.—Towns situated near rivers or "streams would 
seem to be much more fortunate as regards water supply 
than those remote from such streams ; but it often occurs 
that the river water is polluted and muddy, or both, and 
problem is to effectually eliminate the mud or pollution. 
This is done by means of coagulation, settling basins, 
filters, etc.

In the West, climate, especially in winter, is rigorous; 
the temperature at times falls as low as minus 50 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Open settling basins and filters are, conse
quently, out of the question. They must be covered, and 
this increases the cost considerably, and some means has 
to be found by which the cost may be kept at a reasonable 
minimum. Temperature stresses are often greater than the 
stresses due to weight of water or earth, and, as solid 
masonry possesses elasticity only to a small degree, rein
forced concrete would appear to be more suitable for works 
which are subject to expansion and contraction, due to .a 
great range of temperature. The steel embedded in the 
concrete tends to distribute the stresses and prevents concen
trated contraction or expansion. The author has observed 

excellently built dam, exposed to a less range of tem
perature than is experienced in the West, fractures in two 
or three places from top to bottom, splitting huge masonry 
blocks. In reinforced concrete structures, correctly de
signed and carefully built, such fractures are not so localized, 
owing to the greater distribution of stresses by the steel 
reinforcements.

Settling basins and filters can, of course, be built in 
reinforced concrete. It is a question worthy of careful con-

cl a!'

held in suspension in Mississippi waterwas
weeks’ storage in settling tanks. f

At Lorenzo Marques (Delagoa Bay) water veryrJej W 
charged with clay is satisfactorily clarified and Pu° 
means of coagulation and filtration.

heavl!-

The sodium in the

0® t16
Prefilters are adopted in many places, especi®*^ ^ 

European continent, to remove heavier sediment’^ 
relieve the ordinary filters of much work, and a 5

s°

stated1(1
There are some parts of the West where it *s 5ve beet 

be practically impossible to obtain water. Efforts ^ e]et' 
made in some instances to discover water by meaI1gy0g 
trical and other devices, and it would be intere

greater purification.

gdeH08
an <ey; CO®5 3 po-

instructive to know the results.
Having regard to the difficulty of finding 

water supply in portions of this province, and its 
retardent effect on the development of the same> 
minion Government has had plans prepared ^ 
water from the South Saskatchewan River for _ 1 proP°,Sj 
in the districts in question. In this scheme it 15 eject®c 
to construct a dam across the river to generate ^ t: 
power for pumping the water through the condults^ ^ie 
high banks The provincial government also, Î*L
stood, is making investigations into this rna,aSjzeS 1 
action on the part of the government only einP ^ to 1 
points already referred to in this paper with r®^a^esl- 
problems in connection with water supply in tb ^ tb^

Distribution.—The last problem to be discuss®^ 
is that of the distribution of water in the^ all»paper

cities. It is noticed, according to the press, re5p^" s 
every city in Canada has a problem to solve 10 coDstit» 
the system of distribution mains. This question^ ^ p^ 
an important feature of city planning, for wlthoU i(je f°r 
ning it is almost impossible to satisfactorily Pr0 0f *» f 
future. It may seem strange to include the suPP ^ c0flCe^, 
in city planning, but it must be remembered tbat^ ^0gt 
everything which will contribute to the maten 
and prosperity of a city. tj,e êlu^i

In the West, perhaps more than elsewhere,^ ^ & 
of the population is so great that it is difficu -oD 0 }
works of public utility collaterally with the eXPa ^eJ1 i® 
city. A village often grows into a town an ftp®» to
city in a remarkably short time, and it taxes etC'^ ;; 
resources to provide water, sewers, streets, 1 put , cf 
all parts of district as it is being built up0^ty a^ ^ 
not a difficu matter to plan out a town or t;0o ’’’y 
its expansion and design the system of distn ^ cjty ;gl 
and other works, so as to be sufficient ^°r,ue V 
times its present size, without incurring 1111 joUbtleSLg6 
burdens on the present ratepayers. It w* a„d e° 
recognized that it is much more costly to alte es 
works than it is to provide ample dimensions a.^y ^r
ally in a country where towns increase so Tap'

The actual facts are, that the authorities . jajd $ 
vide only for the present. Mains are, there or 
time to time, and these are extended in va^° ^ w 
without first carefully considering what will

fed

to'*

theon an
i-

, yO®f
This possible development was foreseen ^ çjty ^jj1 

dent when city commissioner, and his success^.^j a v 
missioner L. A. Thornton, with the author, sU g a 6 
report to the Regina City Council recommen 
of distribution mains, such as will suffice 
larger city.

result.

for a

s>



Waterd JF5 is n<* so essential as when the deck-near 

°f craft ^ngl it necessary to open the bridge or a 
«**£*• big and little. In remote places for only occasional 

^ttnisFi S*°W ovement, perhaps by hand-power, .
Afr5Slbl as the Nyasaland vertical lift bridge » South a’ W ch operayted by eight men in twenty-five

>

* Was Pointed . in the report that when any water 
c0Dfo_are beinSr laid in any part of the city they should 
shown as closely as possible to the sizes and directions 

°n the plan attached to 'the report, so that whatever 
wiH ultimately constitute a part of the complete

outmains

is done 
scheme.

future
Although insight into the 

calculate
engineers have no greater 

D J an other persons, they can at any rate 
desio-n ab^6 Population in different sections of the city an 
is beintt°rb:S adequate capacity, so that when any portion 
of a F Carried out from time to time, it will form a part 

atisfactory scheme of distribution. 
which1 ConcIusion, there are doubtles many other problems 
and ,C°Uld w»h profit be dealt with in this paper, but time 
b°Ped *??ortunity have not been sufficient, yet it is 'to e 
Criticic a*^ wbat is presented will furnish ample topics 

1Sm and discussion.

the

SpEED °F DRAWBRIDGE OPERATION AND 

ITS VALUE.

By Henry Grattan Tyrrell, C.E.

;

11
a,

■
■

circuit in 2% to 3 minutes. Bascules have the quickest 
movement, for the amount of lift can be suited to the size 
of boat, while a swing must perform a complete revolution 
for a craft of any kind, either large or small. The modern 
bascules in Rotterdam can be opened in 15 to 20 seconds in 
calm weather, and the experience with these structures in 
Holland cannot be surpassed, since that country is so ex
tensively provided with canals and waterways. The speed is 
affected to some extent by the presence of snow and water 
on the floor, for these influence the balance and necessitate 
a little more power and time, and this provision becomes 
more serious in the colder districts, such as in lower Quebec, 
or in Western Canada, where the winter is more severe.

The importance of rapid operation in cities, such as at 
Vancouver in British Columbia, can best be appreciated by 
an example. A bridge which has 100 openings per day, of 
five minutes each, will delay street travel for a total period 
of eight hours, or one-third of the time, five to six hours of 
which will be during the day, or nearly half the working 
hours.

The economic speed of operation, and the investment 
which is permissible to secure it, or to reduce delays for any 
particular case, can readily be determined. Observation 
must be made of the nature and amount of travel on both 
street and river, and the number of water craft that would 
require a bridge opening. The value of public time which 

be saved by the introduction of more adequate machinery 
will represent the interest on the investment which is per
missible. The matter is easily understood by an example. 
The saving to the public by placing the bridge high enough 
to avoid too frequent openings is illustrated by one of the 
openings bridges at New York. The old low bridge, only 
eight feet above the water, had been opened on an average 
of forty times per day, while the new one, with an under 
clearance of 24 feet, needed opening only twelve times per 
day, though the new and heavier bridge had a slightly slower 
movement than its predecessor.

The saving of public time by the higher bridge was 
$4,000 per year, which is equivalent to 4 per cent, on 
$100,000.
ditional on the new bridge to secure the greater under clear- 

and fewer openings.
These conditions apply wherever opening bridges are 

used, such as along the Canadian system of canals from 
lakes to the Atlantic, and on the proposed new canals from 
Georgian Bay eastward.

From forthcoming treatise entitled "Movable Bridges.” 
By H. G. Tyrrell ; 800 pages. Ready for press.

can

It was therefore economical to spend $100,000 ad-

ance

S|Xth Street Bascule in Milwaukee; One of the M 
Recent Designs.

cFs fift°r the Hoogh,y Pontoon draw at Calcutta t0
it a een t0 twenty minutes to open it and especi.

s y at lofF 0n the other hand, in busy clties ry
>d 07:!ev*l crossings, it is important « ^£/ ma. 
VF "me, and to install the most rapid operating

CAPITAL CHANGES.
»U

The following companies have increased their capital 
stock : Dunlop Tire and Rubber Goods Company, Limited, 
from $993.000 to $1.300,000, by the issue of 3,070 shares of 
neW preference stock of $100 each; the Walkerville Light 
and Power Company, Limited, from $25,000 to $100,000, by 
the issue of 750 shares of new stock of $100 each; the 
Hercules Garment Company, Limited, from $20,000 to $50,- 
oo0> the increase consisting of 300 shares of $100 each; the 
Security Lumber Company, Limited, from $500,000 to $750,- 

the increase consisting of 2,500 shares of $100 each; 
the Maritime Nail Company, Limited, from $250,000 to 
$3,250,000, the increase consisting of 30,000 shares of $100; 
the Carritte-Paterson Manufacturing Company, Limited, from 
$50,000 to $300,000, the increase to be divided into 2,500 
shares of $100 each.

! Ct"»Dlef brldees usually take from four to six ^bridge 
? and this is facilitated by having b' dl„ can
S 4 :d 'he end, are reversible, and ™dl„c. 

«°' M " b”' around and continue »»™gi. one
« needed if the bridge m»s' ™ 

sÏÏlaf'” tanning » a stop and «'“/Action for

hJ?ng. R, Up motion again in the rev {he sWing
Ses on continuous moving în one dirPCL a complete 

e Tyne at Newcastle (1877) ma

000,
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Characteristics of Stadia Surveying. 0(fi'
level 3-6; ^ 5$ 

■ t right. J <0(fl
83 for distance and 8' vertical. Another pom , ^Dgle 1 y 
gave rod reading 1.10 (reduced to 109) ; vertica ^ f)°i°, $ 
difference of level, 1.8. A deflection angh ^ ^pi 0 ?p- 
made and the same procedure gone on with. - i5
field book with notes for the beginning of the

pended- trv was
In this way the topography of the count & o1 y

to great exactness. Only about half the lUX^ levC 
were required on the line than if a regular tra'1 ^yts 
topographic parties were maintained, and eq 
produced, though not so rapidly.

gave distance 1.82 and difference ofculation, as well as observation, to be mean tide, 
vertical angle to the rod was, as shown in the field book, 
—14°55 and the distance read on the rod .71. These data 
corrected gave an elevation of 17.7 feet and a distance of 65 
The bearing by the compass was N. 31.30 E. This bearing 
was used. By an observation it was found that the difference 
between the magnetic bearing and the astronomical bearing 

24°3o', that is, the needle varied 24°-3o' west. Both are

The

survey
è

was
shown on the plan.

The next sight forward was S. 31.30 W. and an azimuth

* Department of the Interior, Ottawa.
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a,.£;i
of 2ii°3o, the distance by rod reading was 3.20, 1 e ^ y 
elevation + 2°i5', which equalled a distance of 3*9 aI1 ^ $ 
ference of level, or elevation, of 12.5 on a pom1 

tangent. From stat. 2 to stat. 3 the same bearing, >- „
was produced, and points taken on either sides of t e yjo 
determine the topography. A point on the tangen^^ 
gave elevation 53. (above sea level). Left, i42°oo ; of 
1.13 (reduced to 109) ; vertical angle, + 2015' ; differe {lo

Right, 3i2°30f' ; dlstanQCf’jeve1.

PRELIMINARY RAILWAY SURVEYING BY 
MEANS OF THE STADIA.

S. 3Il3° ”By J. A. Macdonald.* K

In the present case the survey was started from mean 
sea level, that is, a point in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ; not 
that the railway was intended to run to the sea (which it 
yet may) but in order to obtain a reliable and definite datum. 
At this point of starting there was quite a bank to the water’s 
edge at mean tide. The transit was set up on the bank 
above and very carefully levelled. The rod was held at ap
proximately the water’s edge when it was judged by cal-

level 4.3 and elevation 47.5.
(reduced to 109) ; vertical angle + i°io'; difference

set at stat.
+ 2.2; elevation, 45.4. A hub, of course, was 
At stat. 3, a lock sight being taken, points were 
either side before deflecting the angle. A point

0»takeD 
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57.1R'ght 291. .83 82
Right 328. 1.10 109

Tan 165. 2.70 368

Tan 345. 3.03 302

58.1
46-30' 66.2

t
70.4-

^ranscont°Catmg engineer’ in Particular’ on , tbe writer 
"as Wor,. toental Railway, several years ago, w of bis
freliiftin mg °a che line, employed the stadia or 
«vidSh? “"=■ and fo, all of Ms 

*hazi ai), S Party into two units, one in charge 
thirty ”,the other in charge of the leveller.
Carry n y requires about one-half the number

Was * th® work satisfactorily that a transit par y 
if h* Way enabled to cover twice the area 

e employed the transit alone.

stadiaAs a 
of men to 

needs, 
of ground

lhati

C? ar0Und Lakt' Nipigon was Partly ^ivn nor fur-
?a6reast T?0" t0 Lake Abidbi WaS 'tfthe^rand Trunk 

acific • ke railway explorers sent in by
> entered a dense
,hese hardv disadvantages. On entering without

6aCon , ' engineers were like a ship m 1111 on board 
Ship, w- Boys °r landmarks, and like the sal for lati- 
^de, i e orced to take astronomical observa make

* Start0nRitude and azimuth to find their bearings an^ ^ 
eys. apping the country by means of exp ^ gtadia 
3s first nVaS ?n these surveys that the va jian railwray

Ç''""'».. "“hebr0USht “Î t!yWPS” «” C0V"f
Tir »e »Md scare* ^

t.averSed . vlnA a small lake. The larger used en-
>. t11 °rder to map it. Here the stadia J 

polish ,ry rapid work in the traversing 0 
at3hed a ,,V|th the stadia. In this wa> 

r made possible for the final loca

was ac-
the countriwas

la £o.2
Is!ÜÛ «

Remarks
n c

w
n.e.1 Mean Sea Level31.30 17.7 17-7

Tan 211°30 3.20 319 2.15 125 30.2
+

31°30 3.06 305 2.30 13.

3V30 .71 65

S.W.2 +31.30 Tan 43.2

i, test the accuracy of th stadia levels, a run of legu 
of ,IVds Were made on the fir portion of the line, a pro e 

'hich is given. It was found that the variations between 
thP Stadia calculations and the level were very little when 
Ojojh^dia observations were calculated by the regu ar

9.8 53.0 
4+3 47.5

Tan 211°30 2.70 269 2.05
. +
Left 142.

Right 312.30 1.10 109 1.10 2.2 45.4
3^3 56.8

1.13 109 2.15

3
Tan 31.30 2.30 229 .50 

Left 97. 1.82 181 1.10
+ 3.6 59.9

in r ,hls. surveying with stadia means much work in camp 
vvb Uc™g and calculating the sights, but in a coun ry 

Fe there is not much bush it is a rapid and satisfactory
stadiaMethod. 

fardes for 
Vs in 
Plan

The regular be divided into two
For explorationparty can

running the preliminary line, 
new country it is an excellent method.

S and Profiles well illustrates the methods employed.
The map-

WATER WASTE INVESTIGATION.

Water waste in our Canadian cities is a familiar subject, 
but we have not heard so much about waste in the smaller 

W. D. Gerber, consulting engineer, of Chicago, pre-towns
sented a paper on this subject before the Illinois Water Sup
ply Association, an abstract of which we publish herewith.

The curtailment of water waste is particularly desirable 
in places which secure their water supplies from deep or ar
tesian wells. The continual draft on the wells has lowered 
the ground water level to such an extent that serious problems 

presented in getting the water to the surface, 
less severe demand on such wells we may reasonably expect 
their life to be materially lengthened.

With aare

Those towns which draw their supply from rivers or 
other surface waters must, of course, treat such water to 
render it suitable for domestic purposes. These treatment 
plants, besides the treatment tanks and filters, usually have 
connected therewith large clear water reservoirs for the 
storage of a considerable quantity of the treated water. The 
capacity of the treatment plant, including the reservoir, is 
usually designed upon the consumption, and the consump
tion is usually taken as a factor of the total daily displace
ment of the pump plungers, 
pumpage is waste, we can readily see that the works will be 
designed too large for the immediate needs of the community, 
and with a consequent expenditure of funds that in many 
cities can be ill afforded.

In the design, then, of new equipment, and, subsequent
ly, if the station is to be operated on an efficient and eco
nomical basis, and the supply conserved, all unnecessary 
pumping should be eliminated.

The causes of this unnecessary pumping or water waste 
usually be grouped under five heads : Pump slip, under

ground leakage, defective plumbing, carelessness, or wilful 
waste and surreptitious connections.

If a large percentage of the

can

With pumps of the direct acting or non-flywheel type, 
there is frequent complaint that the pumps pound, and sev
eral arrangements have been supplied to produce more of a 
cushion at the end of the stroke. This cushioning has the 
effect of shortening the stroke and, of course, thus reducing 
the volume of pumpage. The pump counter, however, goes 

counting the number of revolutions, and the daily report 
card shows so many revolutions at full capacity as the volume 
of water pumped.

Pump slip is not, properly speaking, a water waste, but 
js rather a waste of pumping effort, and should be kept as 

is practical. Just where this practical limit is we do 
know exactly, but undoubtedly the same limit would not

About all we

on

low as
not

all cities or to all types of pumps, 
is that the practical limit is the point where the value

apply to

0f the water gained through close-fitting plunger and valves 
would be less than the value of the additional power required 

the added friction due to the tight packing.to overcome
However, an allowable slip of 3 to 5 per cent, does not seem 

of line with good operation and practice.to be out
The detection of underground leakage is a very different 

than that of discovering and measuring pump slip, 
distribution mains are covered up and we can only 

what has taken place by a detail study of the pump- 
The demand or consumption for a few hours

matter
The
guess at 
ing chart.
after midnight, say, from 12 to 4 o’clock, is frequently in
dicative of the tightness of the- system. At this time1 of the 
day the consumption is, or should be, at its minimum, while 
if the relative demand is high it is an indication that some
thing is wrong.

There is always some leakage from the mams that can-
checked, and it is usual to allow a loss of 2,000 gals.not be
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in ^
which cut off the leak, the instrument recorded a drop 
rate of flow from the standpipe.

With the location of the loss in any particular 
it is generally a comparatively simple matter to lo61*® y 
point of leakage by using an Aquaphone on the fire by ^ 
and sill cocks of the residences. Sometimes, however' 
final location of the leakage is not so simple, and it 15 m 
sary to make a subdivision of the district, in this way 0 (j,e 
the suspected territory may be reduced to a few blocks 
most.

district’
At

units15 
m ^

usually the method required when the losses are “ ^ » 
fective plumbing, and in addition it is necessary to ® 
house to house inspection of the entire plumbing 'D_ajp 
building. .Carelessness in making proper plumbing * •'
seems to be more prevalent in cities where the water 
at a flat rate, the installation of meters having a w 
effect on this class of consumers.

Carelessness as to fixture waste and wilful or de 
waste are like defective plumbing, confined largely ^ 
systems supplying water at flat rates. The sentiment ^ 
to exist that so long as one is paying so much, what ^ 
use of being careful, “We are entitled to all we can 8 ,je 
of the fixtures.” This sentiment really reacts a^al°n(j tbe 
consumers, for with everyone in the same frame of 1111 sl)re 
system becomes virtually a sieve, and of course the Pr tbe 
is always low, especially in territory some distance t ^ gre 
pumping station. It all comes home to him in case 
and no pressure.

Where such conditions exist it is sometimes a ^ it 
task to locate and correct such losses, and the only ^ tjje

The subdivision of a district into its smallest

is
111-boles”

fjt®

can be done successfully is by a minute subdivision 
district, and night tests in the curb cock, together i5 
Tight inspection of the individual premises. The ret st ^ 
the value of the water saved usually far exceed the

,r a1*05'
Surreptitious or uncharted connections may occ (Ie 

anywhere, though they seem to be more frequent^g ^ 
manufacturing districts of the larger cities. The ma ^ c0r 
a connection to a city water main by a private Person .[jiflÜ 
poration is, of course, a deliberate intent to get s° g dc
for nothing. Very frequently such connections a tbe 
from the fire service lines, which are extended

doing the work.

into

rrePtiti01
Where a survey indicates that there are su ^ js to 

connections, the only way of definitely locating 1 & ot>I,t 
segregate the suspected plant and measure the tota. - 
of water going into the same. This, together wi 
careful inspection of the fire lines and legitimate^ ^eejleSj 
will usually produce a solution of the problem. lSjgtiy $ 
to mention, however, that such work must be 9a 
carefully done that correct results may be obtaine

It is a very unpleasant charge to make, but neV^c0ti 
it is true that in many of our cities and villages n°^ t0.s 
kept of the location of the house service, and w e^eJ.vic« ’ 
of the curb box gets broken off or covered up, t 0ff 1. 
“lost,” and in case of repair op n order to 5 sbc 
service much time is lost in lookin for the old qui^ 
cases the exact location of the service pipe can called j 
located by the use of a small electrical instrument ^ joc^ 
wireless pipe nder,” and with the line of the serVjjy 
in th groun the shut-off box can be quite eaS^jy c»lle 

use of miner’s compass, or as it is freque

grounds of the individual or company.

a
ice5’

a dip needle. ndy in Kb6
The latter instrument also comes in quite ha 

ing street valves on the mains in unpaved streets 
boxes have been covered up by a road grader in 
shaping the surface of the street.

per minute of 12-inch pipe, while for sizes other than 12 
inches, the allowable loss is taken in the same proportion as 
the ratio of the diameters. One drop a second is not much 
of a leakage, and yet one drop a second from every joint in 
a mile of pipe would amount to approximately 1,400 gals, in 
24 hours.

When the volume of consumption is abnormally high, 
there is reason to suspect that there are are unaccounted for 
losses, and the best way to satisfy oneself on the matter is 
to have a water waste survey made.

As an instance of what such a survey may accomplish, I 
wish to cite the results obtained in a city of some 3,500 
people, in which the waterworks is owned by a private cor
poration. For some years the pumpage had been excessively 
large. Repeated appears to the consumers to be more careful 
brought no apparent relief, and finally an additional source 
of supply was developed entailing an expenditure of $10,000. 
This increased the available amount of water, but the volume 
of the pumpage in no way diminished, but rather increased. 
During April and the early part of May of last year the aver
age daily pumpage varied from 680,000 to 700,000 gals, per 
24 hours. A water waste survey located a blown-out lead 
joint in an 8-inch main wasting more than 300,000 gals, per 
day. This leak occurred under a broken stone-filled road
way, and behind a stone arch bridge at a point where the 
pipe was 14 feet below the street surface. The water was 
finding a ready outlet into the creek. Had this waste been 
discovered and stopped prior to the development of the new 
supply, the company would have been $10,000 better off in 
cash, and would have felt much easier in regard to the 
adequacy of their supply.

Another instance is a city of 2,000 population, 
city operates a motor-driven 400,000-gal. triplex pump. From 
October, 1911, to June, 1912, it was necessary to operate the 
pump practically all the time to keep up the pressure, and 
even at that it seemed impossible to fill a 100-ft. standpipe 
more than half full. A water waste survey was made and a 
4-inch pipe was found cracked squarely in two, permitting a 
leakage of 200,000 gals, per day, which found a ready outlet 
in an abandoned 12-inch tile storm water sewer, which cross
ed directly over the crack about 8 inches above the water 
main. There was no indication at the street surface of any 
such leak, though the pipe was laid but 4 feet deep, in fact 
the ground was not wet 2 feet away from the break. Inci
dentally I might add that the pump slippage was 25 per 
cent., leaving a consumption of about 100,000 gals, or 50 
gals, per capita per day.

The method of making these surveys was substantially 
the same in both cases. At a point near the standpipe, an 
opening was made in the ground down to the main, and a 
i-inch corporation tap was placed in the pipe in the usual 
way. A pitometer, which is a portable recording meter, was 
set up at this point, and a measurement of the flow during 
the night when the station was shut down was made. The 
city was then divided off into a number of districts, and 
during the day all the valves on the boundary line of the 
districts were closed, except one, which was left open to 
supply water to the district. That night after one o’clock 
this last valve in each district was closed, and the time when 
the valve went down was recorded. The rule was to begin 
at the outlying district and work toward the instrument. As 
each district was closed off from the supply the valves be
tween it and the foregoing district were opened, so that when 
the night work was finished all the valves would be left open.

A comparison of the time each district was closed down, 
with the chart from the instrument, disclosed the district in 
which the loss occurred, for the minute the valve went down,

The
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ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

RAILROAD.

EXPERT EVIDENCE.

A strong opposition to the present method of secur
ing expert evidence in cases at law, and a growing 
feeling that expert witnesses should be designated by 
the Courts, led the American Institute of Consulting 
Engineers to hold a discussion on this most important 
subject a short time ago.

The discussion brought out many interesting facts 
and viewpoints which have a direct bearing on existing 
conditions in this country. The present custom here, 
as in the United States, is for each side in a controversy 
to employ its own expert witnesses, just as it employs 
other witnesses, and the experts are examined and 
examined in the same manner as ordinary witnesses. 
After summing up the opinions offered and in closing 
the discussion the chairman referred to a class of ques
tions that require expert testimony, which can only be 
furnished by professional engineers, such as the valuation 
of public utilities, conflicting claims of water power 
panics, and the like. In such cases he felt time would be 
saved and the cases would be better presented if studied 
from ex parte points of view before the action at law is 
begun. The appointment of engineer associates by the 
court would probably be helpful in clearing up conflicting 
and confusing testimony.

Throughout the discussion a number of the speakers 
spoke of the importance of effecting a reform in expert 
practice by insistence on a higher standard of profes
sional etiquette. It is doubtful if this would be a sufficient 
remedy. Better conditions can only be brought about 
by joint action of the engineering and legal professions.

cross-

com-

STREAM AND RIVER IMPROVEMENT.

The necessity for the proper conservation of the 
water resources of the Dominion, and their utilization 
for the maximum benefit of the public has often been 
emphasized in these columns. We are prone, however, 
to neglect the placing of the necessary safeguards until 
it is too late, or until force of circumstances compels 
action.

Coal consumption is advancing at a rapid pace, so 
rapid, in fact, that complete depletion of the present 
available supply is only a matter of a very few years. 
We have not the figures to hand for Canada, but in the 
United States, in 1890, 2.54 tons of coal per capita were 
used, or a total of about 158,000,000 tons ; in 1912, 5.73 
tons per capita were used, or a total of 550,000,000 tons. 
It is certain that the increasing per capita consumption 
and the increasing population will deplete the supply at 
a much higher rate. The logical outcome will be that 
in a very short time, probably less than twenty-five years, 
the United States will prohibit the export of coal.

As Ontario has no coal resources of her own neces
sity will force the development of many of our water 
powers, which are today either too far from the market 

commercial development, or too costly for eco-for
nomic use.

Water power development 
duct of recent years, and attention has often been called 
to this fact as the reason for its subservience to older 
institutions. We have grown firmly fixed in the _ habit 
of considering our streams as intended primarily for 
navigation, and are, therefore, prone to overlook the

stream may have a higher 
of municipal water supply or for irri-

large scale is a pro-on a

fact that in some cases a
utility as a source 
gation or for power.

)
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Table I.
eà, be P'e*’,,: «-*"5In this connection engineers will, however 

to learn that the Commission of Conservation 
some little time ago, to compile statistics coverin£^0rs 
phase of engineering in Canada. As a result of very
they have issued a book which contains a number 
interesting facts, and we are pleased, therefore, to ^port’ 
to reprint the accompanying tables, taken from ;ntereSt
which we are sure will be read with a good 
by municipal engineers throughout the country.

have made extensive experiments with two Diesel el# 
trical locomotives, which have given very satisfacto ; 
results, while five private lines have had the quest.'°a 
of electrification examined by experts for the workin= 
out of estimates as to the cost, etc.

* * * *

A steamer intended for the Hydrographic Service 
the Canadian Government was launched from the h1 r 
tune Works of Swan, Hunter & Wigham Richardso1^ 
Limited, on Thursday, the 8th inst. The vessel is ^ 
feet in length by 33^2 feet beam, and will be built ^ 
attain the highest class in Lloyds’ Register. She 'f 
be propelled by a set of triple expansion engines, supP*1^ 
with steam by two boilers working under Howdea 
forced draught, both engines and boilers being c° 
structed at the Neptune Works, and expected to 
the vessel at 12 knots per hour. The steamer 
schooner rigged. She is built of steel, and strengthen 
to enable her to run through ice, and will be comp 
outfitted for her intended service, having two 1110 ^ 
launches, Lucas sounding machine, marine sentry, s0l!j S 
ing winch, electric light, with projector, etc. Besi ^ 
the usual accommodation for the deck and engme'r?°uS 
officers, there will be well-furnished rooms for the variÇ 
officials engaged in survey work. The vessel is ^e'cg
constructed to the designs and under the superintends 
of Mr. R. L. Newman, of Canada, whose represents . 
in England is Mr. F. L. Warren, of London, and 
Mr. Newman and Mr. Warren were present at the ^aUl'tj1e 
As the steamer left the ways she was named 
“Acadia,” the naming ceremony being gracefully 
formed by Miss Hilda Thompson, daughter of 
Thompson, consulting engineer, of London.

drive
will be

ed
letely

systems
THE WATERWORKS AND SEWAGE 

OF CANADA.
blished

citie5Some few years ago The Canadian Engineer Pu 
a table showing the water consumption in various ^ 
throughout Canada, together with other data covering ^ 
plants then in existence, which table attracted a g°° 
of attention at the time it was published.

the

HUMBER OP WATER*WORKS PLANTS IN BACH PROVINCE, CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SOURCE OP 
MODE OP SUPPLY, POWER USED, ETC.

SUPPl-Ti

No. of Plants 
Supplied Fbom: ■ ^ Mode of Soffit Kind or Powe* UsedProrinoe

Water- Steam Elect ri- Cas Gaeo Muni- Private Tl»t 
Power city Une ci pelI-»kr River1 Gravity Pumped

The ever-increasing demand for electric power must 
be met by the increased development of hydro-electric 
projects of greater capital cost. Water storage will be 
a necessary adjunct to many of these developments, and 
the public will then properly appreciate the value and 
importance of gauging records.

In a recent issue of Conservation, in referring to 
the dangers of over-estimation of available power, the 
following pertinent remarks are made: that engineers 
consider the problem simpler and easier than it really 
is; that they have not the necessary data, and that, 
lacking these, they have failed to acquire properly ex
perienced judgment in such matters. This only emphasizes 
the need of governmental aid in providing adequate 
funds for the securing of continuous records of stream 
flow.

It is important to remember that streams can be 
put to many uses. The interests of navigation should only 
be given their proper weight in the matter of river im
provement. Water-power development, municipal water 
supply, irrigation supply, the reclamation and protection 
of flooded lands, and the other incidental uses of water 
must receive due attention if the maximum utility to the 
public is to be secured.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

In a recent paper before the American Institution 
of Electrical Engineers Mr. Esheleman remarks that 
when winding coils for electric machinery he found he 
could only earn $1.10 on the night shift, while on the 
day shift he earned quite $2. Moreover, while only 5 per 
cent, of the coils wound in the day time failed to pass 
the insulation test, as many as 10-15 per cent, of those 
done at night were rejected. This is quoted 
ample of the disastrous effect of imperfect artificial illu
mination on the speed and quality of work.

as an ex-

Testifying recently before the Commons Committee 
on pollution of streams, Dr. C. A. Hodgetts, chief 
medical health officer of the Conservation Commission, 
declared in favor of a Federal department of health with 
wide powers. He said: “Health Acts in Canada are nice 
to look at, but are not enforced,” he said, 
palities do what they please, and there is no central 
power to say “You must do this.” There is nothing in 
the B.N.A. Act which relegates public health control to 
the province.” Dr. Connell, of Kingston, said that cities 
such as Montreal, Ottawa, and Toronto polluted their 
own water supplies with sewage, and that every city 
should be compelled to treat its sewage. He considered 
the St. Lawrence was polluted for sixty to eighty miles 
below Montreal.

“Munici-

The idea of electrifying the railways seems to have 
got a firm hold of the public mind in Sweden, and much 
progress towards carrying it into execution has been 
made already. The first great step is the electrification 
of the Kiiruna Railway from Kiiruna to the Norwegian 
frontier. This work has been advanced rapidly of late. 
A start has been made with the building of the trans
former stations, and it is anticipated that the whole line 
will be opened for regular traffic in the course of this 
year. Satisfactory progress has also been made with the 
line between Stockholm and Saltsjôbaden, which is also 
to be completed this year. The State Railways besides
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TABLE II

OF EACH FIVEC AH ADA AT THE BEGINNINGPLANTS IN

The tables are self-explanatory. It is interesting to note 
2 accompanying curve as showing the 

mber °f waterworks plants since 1850. From 1 5°

Table II.

SUMMARY TABLE
°TAL COst of plants, CONSUMPTION, MAINTENANCE CHARGES, ETC., FOR THE^ ^ ^

(/" tt<* compilation, tiU ium, which it wu impouibU to obtain /rom Ou «wwfcfraK**.

IFFERENT PROVINCES

Coneump- 

(top. g*1-)

Estimated

^dollars)
Maintenance, 
exclusive of

(dollars)

time ted 

1,000 gal.*
Length of

Daily Con
sumption 
(top. gal.)(dollars)

$5-
6a~::
ti--:

....

1764,534,682365,5963,563,31,224,

16-4
8-29-5

24, ‘ 4-82
1,157 • 2,182153^203,363 1,19,794,2134,480,00014,685,0002,461,4,485,

6,263,769
3-44

8-250226,997,000 US§*da.. 4-12
3,435,19995,566,496 360,477,638 »llowMe«o( JO per e®"

l,terew wd *“ *depîSSSS>0nly' heve beeQ l»loal»t*d ,rom 11,8 ennv

evelopment was not very rapid- 10 ... be seen
evelopment was much more rapid, an , Q fairly 
since 1890 to 1910 the development as plants,

ltant 1 whereas in 1880 there were about fifty

the
the
that
c°nst

je—f-

r CU,v,t SHOWING INCREASE IN NUMBER

water-works plants

CANADA
Sl*« 1810

:

I*.
I
-

L

hundred and sixty
'Oio there 
°£.eration.
„ables L and II., together with ^dv^facts.

red by

something like threewere
arized table,

This in- 
Leo G-

reveai
terest- number of interesting comp 
Deni”£and vaIuable report was prepa

ThisPlans f°r Victoria harbor improvements jogress s

are see the large docks we and some
thin* bel.bui,t by Sir John Jackson & ^nneCtion with the 
drejn.. 1 be accomplished also 1 _ g;ve bette
faciii-.nR °f False Creek in Vancouvc • ^ government
WÜ1 esta hi •>r Shipping’ il is announced * bging stated as
Part It bIlsh a drydock at Esquimalt, Qf BaXter, of
Vano- tbe naval scheme on the Pacl C' ct;0n with harbor 
ahd ot,Ver* who was in Vancouver in C0T1 _tant. and reports 
that -er matters, returned n the ist be built at Van- 
'nitver 1S, Very Probable that drydock w ffles proposed 
heretofoamng the lines of some of the

WATERPROOFING CONCRETE.
To make cement and concrete impervious to water a 

number of waterproofing materials have been devised, such 
as “Medusa,” sold by Stinson-Reeb Builders’ Supply Com- 

of Montreal ; “Pudlo,” sold by W. H. Thornhill &pany,
Company, of Winnipeg; “J. M.,” sold by the Canadian H. 
W. Johns-Man ville Company, Limited ; and the “Kahn 
Paste,” sold by the Trussed Concrete Steel Company, of 
Canada, Limited, etc. The benefit derived from water- 
proofings of this nature, where resistance to water or damp- 

is desired, has been well established, and it may, there-ness
fore, be of interest to review briefly a few of the claims made 
by the various manufacturers.

Mr. Kennedy Stinson states that “Medusa” waterproofing 
does not affect the color, strength, setting or hardening 
qualities of concrete, and when used in the proper pro
portions it will make any concrete work impervious to water 
and prevents discoloration from rain. It prevents the white 
efflorescence which so often makes cement work unsightly, 
and also prevents the appearance of hair cracks on the 
surface. It has been shown by LeChatelier that the destruc
tion of concrete by sea water is due to the diffusion of the 
sulphates of the water through the mass and the action of 
these salts on the constituents of the cement.

There is good reason to believe that “Medusa” water
proofing, by preventing this diffusion, will enable concrete 
to resist perfectly the injurious action of sea water. Mr. 
Stinson says that by the use of “Medusa,” waterproofing 
qualities will be obtained which could otherwise be secured 
only by the use of very rich and expensive mixtures. 
“Medusa” is a dry, white powder consisting of fatty acids 
chemically combined with lime. It is thoroughly mixed dry 
with dry cement before the sand and water are added.

The name “Pudlo” is coined from “puddle,” which, 
according to the dictionary, means “to make watertight by 
means of clay.” “There is great loss of labor and loss of 

when clay puddle is used for reservoirs, ponds, tanks, 
Mr. Thornhill, “and Pudloed cement means

space
etc.,” says
quicker, easier and cheaper work, with all leakages avoided.” 
“Pudlo” is a fine, white powder, which should be mixed with 

cement in varying proportions, according to the pur- 
for which it is required. It is said to prevent all

neat
pose
leakages, making cellars and basements damp resistant, 

when built alongside the water’s edge. It prevents 
rising in concrete floors and makes reinforced

even
dampness 
concrete absolutely dampproof.

It allows flat roofing to be done in cement. It is said 
that “Pudlo” completely fills the voids in cement and cement 

and slightly increases the strength of same. Themortar,
manufacture of “Pudlo” is based upon an earthy fat of such 
a nature that it enters into chemical amalgamation with 
cementitious substances. A chemical action is set up in the 
cement, owing to the silica in the cement being absorbed 
or dissolved by “Pudlo.” The presence of hard silica in 
cement makes it porous. When the silica is dissolved the 
cement has no crevices left in it and percolation cannot 
occur. Mr. Thornhill especially calls attention to the advisa
bility of “Pudlo” for sewers, which should certainly be air
proof and odor-proof. “Pudlo” will prevent hair cracks and 

cement work.efflorescence on
The Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Company state that 

their “J. M.” waterproofings are made of non-organic ma
terials, and are practically everlasting. Their waterproofings 

used for basements, bridges, reservoirs, abut-have been 
ments, mastic floors, etc. .

The “Kahn” waterproofings are m the form or a paste, 
which is dissolved in the water from which the concrete is 
made Both paste and powder waterproofings are easily

they have a certain amountshipped and do not evaporate, so 
of advantage in that regard over liquid waterproofings.
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OBCONCRETE CULVERTS FOR COUNTRY ROADS. ing should be true, as it is difficult to set the forms 
uneven surface.

A tape, straight edge, and good carpenter’s leve js 
usually all the tools necessary to do the staking out. 
convenient to remember that the sides of a right triangle 
in the ratio 3:4:5. For example, when the zero and 11 
marks on the tape are held together, and the 3 ft. and 7 

marks held along a wall the zero is perpendicular t0

In a recent bulletin issued by the North iCarolina Geo
logical and Economical Survey there is to be found much 
valuable information pertaining to the design and construc
tion of concrete waterways for country roads. The bulletin 
is entitled “Culverts and Small Bridges for Country Roads 
in North Carolina,” by C. R. Thomas, Highway Engineer, 
U.S. Office of Public Roads, and T. F. Hickerson, Highway 
Engineer of North Carolina.

wall.
Except in waterways requiring a guard rail it is nC‘*|5 

necessary nor advisable that the tops of both paraph ^ 
be at the same elevation.

iHuS-
Methods of Design : All the culverts and bridge5 ^ 

trated in this bulletin are designed to support a i5'ton et 
roller. 1:2:4 concrete is used for all slabs, beams, Pa^ ^ 
walls, and reinforced bottoms. 1 -.2% :$ concrete is use ^ 
side walls and foundations. The concrete in beams 
slabs is designed to be stressed to 700 pounds per 5 
inch. The reinforcing steel is computed for plain 
bars of mild steel with an allowable stress of 16,000 
per square inch. Round, twisted, or deformed bars ®a^ cf 
used in place of these, provided the cross-sectional area 
steel remains the

Pipe Culverts : Several designs for solid concrete 
are shown. In building" these a collapsible metal f°IlD ye;V 
lar to the one illustrated in Plate IV. has been found 
convenient.

The form for the half-round culvert should be 
No. 10 gauge sheet metal with a x i%-inch ang 
on the edges, rods with turnbuckles 4 feet apart se 
spring the form. A beveled 2 x 4-inch wooden strip

I
a % ..K

LV «nas «H». J

sauaf
pool»5

'yUrSsy ■%

beis
same.■

Pipe
• • -■ ny'.frv-;:

Concrete End Wall for Pipe Culvert.

rt®de 
le riveted 
'rvi^

Some of the culverts have been built with Merillat col
lapsible cores and metal forms have been used by the high
way department successfully in the construction of small 
bridges. The bulletin is in the nature of a textbook of 
waterways for highway builders, and its treatment of the 
concrete structure is plain, comprehensive and authoritative.

The following extracts are taken from the bulletin:

ti»1

Concrete is a properly proportioned mixture of cement, 
sand and stone, which when mixed with water forms an arti
ficial stone. It is called plain or reinforced depending on 
whether steel is used to give it additional strength.

Concrete culverts and bridges possess the following gp:merits : mmm
(1) Permanent ;

labor; (3) Require no repairs ; (4) Materials are readily ob
tained.

(2) Can be built with inexperienced

Sit
On the other hand they must be properly designed 

and carefully built to be satisfactory.
HSU

Concrete Waterways.—Plain and reinforced 
may be used in all shapes of waterways which usually 
on country roads. The shape to use, whether a pipe, box, 
slab or arch will usually depend on the location of the 
structure.

concrete 
occur

1WËÊÊmmM
Staking Out : In laying out a waterway the length 

should first be determined. This is largely a matter of per
sonal choice, but as a general rule structures having 25 
square feet area of waterway or less should extend complete
ly across the graded width, no guard rail being necessary ; 
and those having over 25 square feet area of waterway should 
not be less than 15 feet long, preferably 20 feet.

The foundations are laid out according to the dimen
sions of the plans. A small stake is placed at each corner 
and a light cord is stretched between the stakes to 
a guide in excavating the earth. The character of the soil 
sometimes makes it necessary to excavate beyond the width 
required for the concrete. The earth bottom should be trued 
with a straight edge and level. If footings are used, small 
stakes may be placed on the sides of the trench with their 
tops level with the top of the footing and the concrete 
brought up to them. It is important that the top of the foot-

Culvert Made With Collapsible Form.
A

be placed under each edge in order to strike the 
piece of No. 10 gauge sheet metal cut to fit the 
form will serve for an end wall form. , and

lev^l 1
In building these culverts the bottom is put in efd' 

allowed to set, being careful to have it true from tbe
I he form is then placed and the concrete deposited ^ ^jtb 

length of the section. After 24 hours the form ®a7 ^ "" 
drawn and set for the next section of the pipe- ^all5'
no wooden forms are necessary except for the end <5 0

Box Culverts : Plates VIII. and XI. are Phot0^ ^
ndeo ^

top of

serve as

d* ;

various types of end-walls for box culverts. Exp3 
or triangular wire mesh reinforcement may be use
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difficult to con- 
ded forstruct

and°rdi Very expensive and 
c°uintry work.

nary r
Co$t Of in small struc- 

its cost in 
is pro- 

Another 
continually

Xs-, Concrete.—The cost of concrete
[X o Country roads will vary somewhat jom 
iably - large jobs. A main point of différé 

'Xen- e cost of materials delivered on the J 
^Vi^ ® COmes in the delay and expense 0 

6 Plant from one point to another.
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4S'« SEMI-CIECULAE CULYEET 
Area 7 0 so. ft

The cost of this mixing 
from 8o cents to $1.15 Per cubic yard.

barrel (four bags) of cement.one
will vary

On small jobs where mew forms are required, the cost 
and erecting the forms will never be less than 

ft. B.M. of lumber used, due to the
On larger

of framing
$12 to $15 per i.ooo
large amount of cutting and fitting necessary.
:obs the cost may be reduced to $8 to $io per i.oco ft. 
B.M. These costs are much less when old forms are used. 
Lumber will cost from $22.50 to $30 per 1,000 ft. B.M. 
Steel rods will cost from i#c. to aMc. per pound, delivered

in most sections of the state.
The labor cost of bending and placing steel is about % 

This will be increased slightly if many rods 
^ inch in diameter must be cut cold.

cent per pound, 
greater than

Whitf.6 r°ds' These culverts
tbe ^ ln SOme cases, may be omitted at the upper 
tbe j WCr end it may sometimes be necessary 
WinrPth °f the baffle wall or to place a baffle wall under the 
the ; -aS Wel1 as at the end. In striking the inside forms 
' l°1Sts supporting the top of the culvert are knocked out, 

is °P fo™s drop down and the side forms spring m. It 
shaD 6n possible to excavate the trench to the exact size an 
ever tbe culvert, doing away with outside forms. ow 

e side walls must be thicker when this is done.
Guard

The cost of hauling material to the work will be 
30 cents per cubic yard for every mile it must be hauled. 
An ordinary wide tread, slat bottom wagon bed containing 
a cubic yard is 38 ins. x 8 ft. 6 ins. x 12 ins. in size, inside 
dimensions, and is usually as much as the average team cam 
handle over bad roads. An inch added to the height of the 
side boards increases the capacity of the bed .083 cubic yard.

Loading sand or gravel into a wagon bed will cost from 
7 cents to 10 cents per cubic yard where shovels are kept 
busy, but may cost as high as 15 cents when the driver loads 
his own wagon.

A small gang with four good men mixing and one man 
shoveling material into barrows and putting on water, should 
mix and wheel 40 or 50 feet from 8 to 10 batches or.6 to 8 
cubic yards of 1:2^:5 concrete, assuming a batch contains

provided with baffle walls 
end. At 

to increase

near
are

the

rails may beRails : Either pipe or solid concrete 
, n ’■be concrete structures described. Pipe guard rai 

the whole, satisfactory, although 
be supported

ised

they < aPj Xhtly and on 
w, Xuire 

hl,e the They maysome maintenance, 
concrete is being placed, as shown in Fig. 1 ’•
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Cost per cu. yd. of concrete in place exclusive 0
culvert excavation .................................................. '

Cost per cu. yd. of concrete in place exclusive 
excavation and steel .........................................

7

lbi»f £
of W»W 

a rlP
In estimating the cost of work it is well to use js 

similar to that shown for the cost data above. nCrete’
desired to find the probable cost per cubic yard o ^ 
Table VII. is convenient. The various amounts ^ pet 
material are determined and multiplied by their 
cubic yard laid down at the job, these costs varyi®#

The other costs which are tn°re

The quantities were as follows : 14% cu. yd5- 
concrete ; 4 cu. yds. of 1:2%-.4 concrete ; 432 
steel ; 640 lbs. of % in. steel; and 1,000 ft. B-M.

most every case.
constant may then be added as shown below. A-

isFor example, if 30 cu. yds. of 1:2% :5 concre e 
ed and the cost of material laid down at the job is a^g(j a5 
its cost per cubic yard may be approximately eS 1 
follows :

Sand gravel was used for aggregate in the concrete. 
The gravel contained a slight excess of sand and worked up 
in proportions given. Mixing was done by hand with negro 
labor. Twisted square steel bars were used for reinforcing.

Labor.
Foreman, 40 hrs. at 25c...................................................
Culvert excavation, 9 cu. yds. at 80c............................
Labor on forms ...............................................................
Mixing and placing, 120 hrs. at 15c.................. ,........
Hauling water, 20 hrs. at 30c..........................................
Cutting and placing steel, 10 hrs. at 15c......................
Cleaning up and removing forms, 10 hrs. at 15c.........

$10.00
7.20

14.00
18.00
6.00
1.50
1.50

$58.20
50% salvage on form lumber 7.00

$51.20
10.00Moving on and off job .........

Total labor at culvert $61.20

Ni

Use 2-4" for spans 3ff and under 
4**6" for spans from 3ft to 3 ft. ^

Use 2*4* for heights 3ft and under 
for heights from 3ft to

hEl&

I Use outside Form» w*l6r"fu 
earth cannot be art »mo°

Stretchers
Use 2“ plank (hot nailed) for flooring.
Use I or li lumber for wings and "nsidé forM^

S

in?TÔTINLET END FORM
PLAN of FORMS «

TYPICAL BOX CULVELfSTS
'SPANS &. HEIGHTS uf to ^5 ft

- Wire these forms.;

OUTLET END FORM

Material (laid down at culvert).
$ 80Cement, 26 bbls. at $1.80 ............................................

Hauling cement, 12% hrs. at 30c.................................
Gravel, 18 J4 cu. yds. at $1.10 f.o.b. cars Ennis,

Texas ........................................................................
Hauling, i8f4 cu. yds., 46 hrs., at 30c. (75c. per cu

yd.) ..........................................................................
Steel, 1,072 lbs. at 2%c.......................................». • • •
Hauling steel, 2 hrs. at 30c..........................................
Lumber, 1,000 ft. B.M. at $25 .................................
Hauling lumber, 3 hrs. at 30c.

3-75

20.3$

:3>
26.8°

.00
25-00

.90

75 % salvage on form lumber

. $i8»45
Total cost of material at job

Total cost of job

The cost of excavating for foundations will vary from 
50 to 80 cents per cubic yard in dry earth and will generally 
vary between $1.50 and $3 per cubic yard where small pud
dle cofferdams not over 6 feet deep must be built.

Tearing down forms, finishing and cleaning up around 
the work will usually cost about 10 cents per cubic yard of 
concrete.

The cost of moving the plant from one job to another 
will usually be from $10 to $20, where the plant is not mov
ed over five miles.

The cost data below is for a small 4x5 box culvert 26 feet 
long, built according to the designs in this bulletin and il
lustrated in Plate VIII.

The work was done by a regular county concrete gang, 
composed of a foreman seven men and two teams with 
drivers, and was completed in four days of 10 hours each. 
The excavation was light, but the soil was of a hard, black 
nature that was hard trimming. Water for mixing had to 
be hauled two miles.
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the cost of
Of the concrete.

Il will be hauling and 
the cost

seen that the cost of 
gravel will greatly influence

Sty*e 0r

are now in

tg,,An i$sue of The Canadian Engin*” ^ 1 
Seri' .ls desired. Subscriber sending » sa 

°n extended one month.

March the 28th, 
will have sub-

SaZ6nt’ 1-37 bbls- at ^-So
S^n- °'48 cu‘ yd- at $o.So

e 0.96 cu. yd. at $0.50 to $1.50
Forms 1?? placing ................................

(labor and material) ............
P uI®g material ....................
foreman,

$2.06
.24

$0.50 to 1.45 
1.00

.50 to .75 

.50 to 3.00

Mixi

1.00moving, cleaning up, etc.

Rei ^a*n concrete (per cubic yard) ................
orcing steel (0.5% to 0.8%), 66 to 106

$5.85 to $9.50

2.00 to 3-20Pounds at 3c. per pound in place . 

Reinforced concrete per cubic yard $7.85 to $12.70
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CONSTRUCTION WORK IN REGINA.

(Staff Correspondence.)

The much-talked-of money stringency does not seem to 
have had any great effect on building operations in Regina. 
Arrangements are being made for the early construction of 
the proposed new power house which will be situated on the 
banks of the Wascana Lake, and will cost about $425,000.

The library board is urging the city council to erect two 
libraries—one in the northwest section of the city, andnew

the other in the east end. So far the city council has looked 
with favor on the proposition.

The Parsons Construction Company have just completed 
the outside work on the Connaught School, and expect to 
have the remainder of the work finished in time for the oc
cupation of the school by September 1, the commencement 
of the fall term. This school will contain 22 rooms and will 
contain equipment for manual training and domestic science 
in addition to the regular class-rooms.

The Regina College will erect this year: (a) Two towers 
on top of the present college building at a cost of $80,000;
(b) a ladies’ college and residence, funds for which have been 
provided for out of the Massey estate, at a cost of $100,000;
(c) a boy’s residence to cost $100,000.

The Anglican church also has an ambitious programme 
on hand, the most important of which is the St. Chad’s Col
lege and Synod House. The college will be three stories and 
basement, and will be built of pressed brick and terra cotta 
trimmings, in the Gothic style of architecture. The main 
building of the college will be 175 feet by 60 feet. There 
will also be a chapel of the dimensions of 62 feet by 24 feet. 
The total cost will be about $100,000. The Synod House 
will be two stories and basement, built of the same material 
and same style of architecture as the college. The cost will 
be about $7,000.

It is expected that construction work will be commenced 
on the proposed new armories within the immediate future. 
The cost of the buildings is to be in the neighborhood of 

There will be a full-sized basement and the area$250,000.
covered by the entire building will be 145 feet by 275 feet. 
The construction will be clinker brick. Arrangements will 
be made for a drill hall, club rooms, store rooms, bowling 
alleys, shooting galleries, officers’ quarters, etc.

Architect Fortin is now busily engaged on the prepara
tion of plans for the new Roman Catholic bishop’s palace, 
which it is estimated will cost in the neighborhood of $50,000.

One of the best warehouses to be erected in Regina dur- 
will be that of the British Columbia 

The contract for the erection of this build
ing the present year 
Sugar Refinery.
ing has already been let. It will have ground dimensions of 
150 feet by 113 feet, and will be of brick construction.

The house problem, which was a very vexatious one at 
the commencement of the spring season, has now been prac
tically solved. The private firms doing business in the city 

worked together well with this end in view, and .the re- 
that various firms have erected houses in

The result has

have 
suit has been
groups varying from six to one hundred, 
been that plenty of accommodation has now been made pos
sible The building of dwellings, however, continues to go 
steadily ahead, in order that the hundreds of newcomers who 
arrive weekly may be accommodated. Some of those who 
have taken out permits for houses, and the number of houses 
are named below : Seven houses on Montague Street for T. 
Davidson • five houses on Montague Street for Grant & 
Lounsborough ; 20 houses in Lakeview ; 34 houses in East- 
view and Eastern Annex by J. K. Mclnnis & Sons ; three
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SECTIONAL VIEWS OF BETTINGTON BOILER
alRd

A complete system of dust collection has been inS ^ 
A fan, 25 inches in diameter, running at 68o revolutio ^ ^ 
minute, and driven by a 12 horse-power motor, Produ ^fge 
suction required, and delivers the coal dust into a eteP 
cyclone collector some 20 feet high and 10 feet in dur 
The air and dust enter the collector at the side, an > js

and d'-JV

dia»ete
air being made to revolve, the dust separates 
by gravity to the bottom of the cone, while 'the 
pelled at the top. Galvanized iron pipes of suitable cu, 
for carrying the dust are led from the tipplers, scnC.gp-uP5 
lecting-belt, railway waggons, and bunker ; two sW ,raflrP 
are also provided at the ground level. The coal dust lS^s 0{ 
off the collectors into colliery tubs, and deposited by ® 

hoist into the bunkers of the dust-fue 
The Bettington boiler is the outcome of many 

ments made in America and South Africa, and was 
primarily for burning low-grade fuels in those 
The boiler is constructed for a working pressure

oh

a creeper and a

desté1!.
counts

of 1 60

THE BETTINGTON DUST-FUEL BOILER.

In these days, when the question of fuel occupies tb<-
interested in !

descrip'
minds of so many engineers and others 
generation and transmission of power, the following 
tion of the Bettington boiler, gathered from a paper r 
by H. V. Hart before the Manchester Geological and MinlD

ead

Society, will be of interest :—
It has long been known that an almost perfect c°*_ 

bustion can be obtained by the introduction of finely 
verized coal, with a correct proportion of air, into a hea 
furnace. Attempts have been made in the past to 
dust by blowing it into the furnaces of Lancashire 
but it was found that the flues soon became filled up 
partly consumed dust, and that the output of the boiler ^ 
consequently reduced. Other methods have been tried, 
it has been found impossible to keep intact the brick 
with which the furnace is surrounded. Up to the PreS , „ 
therefore, the use of pulverized fuel was limited t0^s5 
burning of cement in special kilns, no commercial su 
having been established in its use for firing boilers. A P 
that has successfully overcome these difficulties has 
erected at the Outwood Collieries, near Manchester, 
herein described.

buté
boilers»

with

the

bee”

SPECIAL
FIREBRICKS

-1

houses in Rosemont by G. W. Sloan ; 20 houses in Parlia
ment Heights by Fraser and Keenleyside. The houses being 
erected by Fraser and Keenleyside will cost from $4,000 to 
$6,000 each and will he for rent.

Many high-class dwellings will be erected in Lakeview 
sub-division this year. Messrs. MeCallum, Hill & Company 
have sold considerable of the property fronting on Albert 
Street at $80 per foot frontage. The lots so sold have not 
had a frontage of less than 80 feet and in some instances too 
feet. It is stipulated that the purchaser in each case erect 
a dwelling to cost at least $8,000, work on which must com
mence within two months. MeCallum, Hill & Company esti
mate that the total value of dwellings to be erected on the 
$27,000 of this property sold within the past four days is 
$85,000 at least.

Dr. Andrews has requested the city council to allow him 
to try his new style of paving which, according to his state
ment, costs only a fraction of the cost of ordinary pavement. 
Dr. Andrews only asks a royalty of one cent per square yard, 
above actual cost price. Arrangements have been made for 
Dr. Andrews to meet the civic works committee before the 
contracts for paving are let.

Mayor Martin has been instructed officially by M. Don
aldson of the G.T.P. Railway Company, that the work of 
constructing the $1,000,000 hotel “The QuAppelle” will be 
commenced immediately, the contract having already been let.

Howell, Smith & Company have announced their inten
tion of erecting 50 houses of from six to eight rooms each, 
in the C.P.R. annex, providing the city will agree to extend 
the sewer and water mains to serve the property.

Balfour, Broadfoot Company have also announced their 
intention of erecting a number of high-class dwellings in 
Belvedere. Work will likely be commenced on them within 
the course of the next week or two.

Fordyce & MacNeil have announced that they will 
a $25,000 apartment block in Parliament Heights.

The police commission of Regina has turned down the 
plans for the police station prepared by Architect Fulton, 
and which were accepted by last year’s commission. Com
petitive plans are being called for. Architect Fulton will be 
paid, however, for his work.

erect

CANADA’S CANAL TRAFFIC.

_ The total quantity of freight passed through the several 
divisions of the Canadian canal system during the season of 
IQ 12 is as follows :—

--------  Farm Forest
, Produce Manu- Products 

Stock of Wood factures of Mines
Tons Tons 

372 54,114
678 227,684

9,375 578,760
338 425,313

2.996 11,161

Agri
cultural
Products

Tons

Total

Tons
975,303
625,569
464.091
11.600
7,583

101,511
20,958
18,814
3,459

Tons
34,109,074 4.530,792 39.669,655

797.072 1,205,912 2,851,915
1,305,395 1,119,567 3,477,188

618,415 
74,809 

170,081 
392,350 
160,133 
77,150 
95,549

The total quantity of freight moved on the Welland Canal 
was 2,851,915 tons, of which 1,205,912 tons were agricultural 
products.

On the St. Lawrence canals the total quantity of freight 
moved was 3,477,188 tons, of which 1,119,567 were agricul
tural products, and 464,091 tons were manufactures.

On the Ottawa canals the total quantity of freight moved 
was 392,350 tons ; of this quantity 226,600 tons were the pro
duce of the forest.

Tons
Sault Ste. Marie.
Welland.................
St. Lawrence........
Chambly.................
St. Peter’s............
Murray...................
Ottawa. . 4......
Rideau.....................
Trent.......................
St. Andrew’s........

161,458
37.642
67,379

136,634
105,531

3,327
81,299

19,706
15,427

37 706 448
2,880 226.600
3.151 28,642

361 67,489
..........  14.153

5,278
3,995
2,514

60 37

ii
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INITIAL STRESSES IN STRUCTURAL STEEL.

By Joseph R. Worcester.

The subject of initial stresses in rolled members has re
ceived much attention in recent years, but no more than it 
deserves, for the reason that, under certain circumstances, 
it may result in very serious consequences.

A few years ago much attention was attached to a series 
of tests by Prof. Edgar Marburg, of the University of Penn
sylvania (Proc. Am. Soc. Test. Mat., Vol. IX.), on I-beams 
of standard section and certain Bethlehem shapes, on ac
count of the extremely low elastic limits reported. The cause 
of these low results was undoubtedly the initial stress near 
the junction of web and flange, produced by different rates 
of cooling of thick and thin metal.

More recently experiments by James E. Howard (Trans. 
Am. Soc. C.E., Vol. LXXIII. ) and Professors Talbot and 
Moore, of the University of Illinois (Bulletin 44), have de
veloped strikingly an early lack of proportionality of stress 
and strain in built-up columns, which can only be explained 
by internal initial stresses.

Another striking example of internal stress which has 
known to many members of this Society has been in 
I-beams which have suddenly, without provocation,

been 
large
split through a large part or the whole length of the web.

For many years it has been recognized that where steel 
is heated locally for forging there is likely to be produced 
a region between the heated and unheated portion where the 
metal is brittle and can be broken by a blow or shock. A 
striking instance of this came under the speaker’s observa- 

recently in the case of some 2-in. diameter steel trusstion
rods which had been upset. One of these, in unloading from 

had its upset end broken short off with a granular 
On testing the other rods, by striking the end with 

a sledge, it was found that several broke in the same way, 
while the rest could not be broken. A chemical analysis of 

of the worst ends showed 0.408 per cent. C., 0.045 per

a team,- 
fracture.

one
cent. S., 0.065 per cent. P., 0.38 per cent. Mn„ a result con- 

with good metal. Though perhaps not so certainlysistent
established as other cases, it is quite probable that this 

induced by internal stresses caused by the localfracture was
heating. ,

A similar effect in eyebars was noticed, soon after the
introduction of steel into their manufacture, and led to the 
universal adoption of annealing furnaces long enough to an
neal the whole bar at one time after forging. This practice 

recently been proved by Mr. A, H. Emery to be of no 
benefit as far as can be determined by tensile tests, as it 
decreases both the elastic limit and the ultimate strength, 
while no decrease in strength appears to follow from the local 
heat treatment, under direct tension as applied in the testing 
machine. It does not necessarily follow, however, that the 
annealing may not be a desirable precaution as a safeguard
against shock. _ . .

Admitting then, the prevalence of initial stresses, it is
interesting to consider their origin with a view to guarding

before the Association of Engineering* Presented
Societies.

Pounds
de8Tees Per square inch, and to superheat the steam by no 
con ■ . Fahrenheit. It is of the vertical multitubular type, 
rows1Stcng °f a bottom and a top heater, supported by three 
eXn °. tubes, 3% inches in diameter, and so designed t at 
airTS10n Can take place without straining the boiler, the 
pen eater and chimney being supported on brickwork in e 

tut of the boiler structure. 
inch he boiler is fired by a central tuyere, or gas-jet, 14 
by * ln diameter. This tuyere is water-jacketed, and code 

6 ieed-water, which is led by a special tube from te 
tonb the top-header. The steam passes out from this 
lP header- in 

The

the k v °uter row of vertical tubes, the steam tl0ller at this level.
into a 6 f,Ue' is led from the bunker, by means of a w°r ’ 
hiti0n„ tleetrically-driven pulverizer, running at t’S00 ,
man _ Per mmute. The pulverizer consists of a num . 
Cd^e‘Steel blades, or beaters, revolving m a casing 
Partic, Uh steeI liners. These beaters grind up the 
ne S68 °f roal. and constitute a fan which produces^ 
Two ? draught for forcing the dust into the furnace 
VaryinSlldes are provided on each side of the casing for 
-’ ng tbe amount of air required for combustion. Am is 
stack dr.tWn from the air-heater situated m the •
dey;c- r; G coal-feed being regulated by a varia 
toget, fitted on the worm-shaft. The coal-dust is then ’

fin ?ith a correct proportion of air, into a separator, 
fallinPe dust is blown through a gauze, the larger P 

5 doxy- 
ft is

jack

and is led down to the super
series of horizontal 

the brickwork 
finally leaving

a saturated state, 
superheater is made up of a
Pass round the boiler, between

also

the

n to be repulverized. the
air 3-*° found that, owing to friction and expans’ of 
>ld»0Se.s its initial velocity, but that te pa ^ 
the t0ri ontmue in their upward direction , tj,e
fact 7 f°f '‘he furnace, where, owing to gravity, and to 
V* ,h=T .»« cooled by the ««»=/ \,f
the ajf cr> they descend, and, in exceeding

Tk’ ®c°rne completely oxidized. united to
*hat Which2® °f the duSt parrideS iS’ •hethe<’time occupied
°n tho • Can completely consumed m been

.J°Urney up and down the furnace ; arK 1 coarser 
BartiC] ln Pfantice that this furnace will con®. h t0 been 
COPstrn COal tban anv other which has hitherto
^ ^ SeTeVSt^ssage through

the hr; fttfnace, therefore, it is only nee ^ fire-clay 
^itig _ c <s by Placing them one upon an > jnterior 
"'•H pre Pded; in fact, after a few weeks’wor ^ mass,
aPd th„ Pnt a glazed appearance, forming 0 flames.

TV .’’"-«h* ,h= firs, row o, .«bes from * ^
!6,nitHoltlnternal face of the brickwork always 
to he Jen state, forming a reserve of radiant heat 
V ^formed into steam at a moment’s notice,

Thie a,sudden demand. , . ,mveep with
.lny ether k°iler comPares very favorab y m . found 
‘o he 2T b°i'er fitted with a mechanical stoker It = » -
*rey £«***, smokeless in operation, as only 
, The ■ Is emitted from the stack. 
hnd<irst 'J?ltial cost of the boiler is not ea 
Peeded. d that neither economizer nor chim .
^es, j’ and the writer is of the opinion that 
'baltes. °uld not be more expensive in firs :

film of

it is
-stack is

to the larger 
than other

eD as fJfdvantages of this type of boiler may sm0]Celess
f?Jl'bUstio °Ws : ft) High thermal efficiency- output,
r * smali n’ ffuick steaming, (4) dexl 1 , fires, (7) tow 
tad; JH ground-SpaCe required, (6) no banked fires,

* °SSes, and (8) the use of low-grade fuels.

when
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I.s
o.ooi x--------= 0.003.

S ^
The assumption is that the elongation of S' S 
cause an appreciable increase in stress after the t°e 

reached the elastic limit.

Fig. 5.
FiO,. 4.

presented by a single triangle ABC. If, however, the 6 ^ 
AB is greater than the lastic limit of the metal, this tTlS ^ 
would be truncated by line DE parallel to the cross se^(jc 
and distant from it an amount represented by the e ^ 
limit of the material. When the bending stress is re 1 cCc 
the line DEC assumes a new position D'E'C, the d15 ^ 
from D to D' and from E to E' being proportional ^ 
distance from the neutral axis. This proportionality ^ t<). 
of the determining elements. Another is the fact that 
tal tensile stress multiplied by the distance of its

centre
of gravity from the neutral axis must equal the c0^t^' 
sive stress multiplied by its axial distance. This is a 0 

sary condition of equilibrium.
Lest it should be argued that the line DEC d°eS jp

born6

po1

agree with the stress-strain diagram it should be 
mind that in considering the elastic distortion we are 
ing with an extremely minute deformation. Between ^ 
jacent planes of cross-section it is really infinitesimally 
any finite stretch would be so small as to produce PraC 0p

lueles5

de»1'
$y'

no increment in stress. This consideration is va 
We might, 

assume

thenaccount of its imaginary character,
without invalidating the argument, _______
sidering the angle between two planes of cross-5 ^ 

separated by a finite distance, as, for instance, 0116

ecti»"

edge*156’
Suppose, for example, a bar 4-in. by i-in. bent 

to a radius of curvature such that one quarter of its ead» 
along the neutral axis is still elastic and the balance, 0 
side, overstrained.

Referring to Fig. 2, the stretch S, at the Hmlt 

elastic portion, will be about :

id*

of*6

30,000

inch.
30,000,000

The stretch of the extreme fibre S' will be :
1,000

2
S'— S = 0.003 — 0.001 =0.002 = —per cent*

10 a tbe
• ît /

If the gain in strength between the elastic I,rn stretdJ °- 
ultimate is accompanied as it frequently is, with a ^0po{ 
30 per cent., and we should assume the rate of £al

fibre15ing in compressive stress until the opposite extreme 
reached.

sFIn considering Fig 1, we see at once that with a 
metrical rectangular section we have two fields of 
stresses and two fields of compressive stresses represe!1 ^ 
by triangles, and we find that certain assumptions ®a^eji 

made with regard to these fields which serve to 
amounts.

tensile
ted

In the first place, considering the effect of the beo 
if the material was not strained beyond the elastic li®*1’ fe. 
stresses on each side of the neutral axis would have bee11

against them where possible. When their origin is in 
form of heat treatment, it is generally possible to overcome 
them by annealing, though this may not be the only or the 
best method.

When they are confined to members used in direct ten
sion they may not be of serious import, because, on the ap
plication of stress to the member, the effect is to increase 
the initial tensile stresses already existing, reducing or 
neutralizing internal compressive stresses. As the applied 
load increases, a point is soon reached where the fibres 
carrying most of the tension reach the elastic limit and be
gin to stretch, after which a redistribution of stress occurs, 
spreading the stress over all the fibres equally.

A familiar example of this is in the case of a copper wire 
which may be coiled or crooked with internal stresses. We 
all know how if such a wire is stretched beyond the elastic 
limit all crooks immediately disappear. So with a steel 
member, if in tension it is in stable equilibrium, and a min
ute stretch can usually occur without harm to the structure.

With compression members, however, the case is radi
cally different. In these, the first applied load, if initial 
conflicting stresses exist, tends to throw the whole member 
out of alignment. It is in unstable equilibrium, and the 
more it bows, the greater the danger.

One of the causes of initial stresses is cold straightening 
of metal before assembling. Cold straightening is, in real
ity, cold bending, and the following investigation is 
tempt to determine the limits of internal stress which 
be produced by cold bending.

some

an at- 
may

x 1 Oft, P]OCt + Xe • Q
a:- , as [2]y
y+e - u+e-w [3]
tP - ^ M

t M

2F> 4

b.<0 a.

b- f) .(b, ^ [6]

So/vmg these equations, ire oU»n these ratues 
forz in terms of ot b & e 

(/ _ a(cr+2j) r
S - 2 (a-tby e

7s

â (0+ 6)3 e •

It is well known that the material as it comes from the 
hot bed is almost always more or less out of line, and that in 
order to straighten it the most effective and simple method, 
and the one generally used, it to bend the member, in the 
direction opposite the initial curvature, enough so that when 
it springs back under its elasticity its alignment will be 
true. The effect of this bending beyond the straight line 
and allowing the elasticity to recover it to the correct point 
is to strain the outer fibres on each side beyond the elastic 
limit. The elastic recovery reverses the stress in the extreme 
fibres which have been overstraind, and leaves a condition 
of stress within the section something as shown by the 
diagram on the foregoing page.

This means that starting from one edge of the section 
we find at first a tensile fibre stress extending in a certain 
distance in constantly decreasing intensity until it reaches 
a point of no stress or a secondary neutral axis, beyond 
which the stress becomes compressive, increasing to a maxi
mum at a point, the distance of which from the outer fibre 
is the same as that which limited the field of metal stressed 
above the elastic limit by the bending. From this point the 
compressive stress diminishes to the axis of the section, be
yond which it becomes tensile again, increasing to a certain 
point from which it decreases again, again changing to 
compression at another secondary neutral axis and increas-

it
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of tk*s stretch of 0.2 per cent, would mean 
* Stress of about

THEmis

sive stress along one edge of 15,000 lb. per sq. in., while 
along the opposite edge is a tensile fibre stress of am equal 
amount ; in other words, an inherent tendency to bend out of 
line on the least provocation. This condition cannot be de
tected by any of the usual methods of inspection, but might 
be suspected if we knew its history.

an increase

0.2
------x 30,000= 200 lb.
30.0But,’ *ke characteristic of stress-strain diagrams is that there 

8tret ?Udde'n yielding accompanied by a very considéra e 
etC,?with no increase in stress or even a slight falling 

g-ra 0 sure, in assuming any sharp angle in t e 
ed m; th«e is a slight error, as the corner should be round- 
tamp. * Wou^ ke more exact to say that the lines assume a 
be <j?nt to the curves, but the effect of this roun ung 
t0 r. Sre§"arded without invalidating the theory. ee 
brairai t^le above assumptions may be expresse

CaIJy as follows.- 
Betting a+b= 1, We find 

tral as a Variable is a parabola with its
axts of the 'section of %e, the parabola passing

origim. This equation is y =

is It will be noted that the above analysis applies only to a 
rectangular section. In the case of an irregular section such 

I-Beam, it is evident that if the bending is in the planeoff. as an
of the web, a lesser stress in the extreme fibre will produce 
equilibrium on account of the decreased area of the section 
in the parts nearer the neutral axis. On the other hand, 
however, if the bending is at right angles to the web, the 
converse is true, and the extreme fibre stress will be greater 
proportionally, and may easily approach nearer to the elastic 
limit. The same is true of a bar with a circular cross

that the equation for y assum- 
vertex at the meu- 

through
big section.

Let us now consider the practical effect of these internal 
Referring again to Fig. 1, we see that if we apply27 stresses.

an axial stress to a member which is already subjected to 
this condition of internal stress the effect will be to produce 
a condition as shown by Fig. 5

(4)
— a1 = —•e, or 2a

a rP^ Press'nff this result in words, it amounts t0 set
tb '«angular bar is bent so that it has any Permanen 
C erres. m„ b.
has h ° h°w $rreat depth the outside P°rtl0n ° am0Unt of 
this inten Stressed beyond the elastic lum • elastic
limit emal stress can never exceed one half the ^
cisSasaond between o and ^ e it varies accordmg ^

s °_f a parabola of which the axis is the neu 
Section.

beyo^? may determine the depth to which fibres a e { 
and Ï th= Mastic limit, if we know the radius of

the thickness or depth of the section. We know

that 1=-L, in which r is radius of curvature,

ticitvelaStic limit of the material, E is the modulus ^reme 

fibre aad d is distance from the neutral axis _s formula
beCOm Slng 3o,ooo for e and 30,000,000 01 ’ from the
beutra|S Ij°°od. In other words, the 1 ^ the elastic
limit aXls to the fibre which is strame 1 curvature ;

nCpW.dl be one thousandth of the ra luS curvature, we 
can tin1 We know approximately the ra ms section is
not ov at °nce what Part of the thickness balf tbe to- 
tal th,e^StreSSed’ and, subtracting this ro „xample of this 
we blckness, can find a. Taking a practical examp

°Md obtain the following results.
Ass

In this case we see at once that the areas of stress will 
be unbalanced so far as the rotating moment is concerned. 
The effect of this unbalanced condition will be to produce a 
tendency to spring out of line, 
sion, this tendency is offset by the axial stress itself, and 
even in case the extreme fibre stress exceeds the elastic limit, 
a slight yielding of these fibres soon distributes the stress 
more uniformly and so no serious results can occur. But if 
the axial stress is compressive, the tendency to spring is 

serious and immediately throws the strut out of equili- 
that the bad effect of the internal fibre stress is

If the axial stress is in ten-

thg

very
brium, so
accentuated. If the elastic limit is passed, the buckling may 

to the point of failure.ttlechanics even go on
It is not the present purpose to enlarge upon applica

tions of the above theoretical considerations, but perhaps 
enough has been said to show the tremendous importance of 
eliminating cold straightening so far as possible from the 

treatment of metal which goes into compressionship 
members.

he
A copy of telephone statistics of the Dominion of Canada 

just issued shows that the total number of telephones in ser
vice in Canada is 370,884, 212,732 common battery and 158,152 

During 1912 there was an increase of 37,738 in themagneto.
number of telephones operated by common battery, and an 

of 30,387 in the number operated by magneto. The
crooked 
assume

ft., a very

somewhat
that6^78 and Be straightened in a press, j^t us

- straightening it is curved to a radiu
assumption.

increase
total number of miles of wire is given as 889,572. This is 
divided into urban and rural as follows : Urban, 636,961 ; rural, 

This indicates that there is one mile of telephone
Hiederate 252,610.

wire in use for every 8.1 of the total population of the Do
minion, and one telephone for every 19.3. There was one tele- 

for every 2.3 miles of wire. The class of wire used was

12 X 12
The width of metal not overstressed would be 

0''44 in.
1,000

phone
as follows : Galvanized, 271,191 miles; copper, 20,096; over
head cable, 232,393; underground cable, 364,875; submarine 

The aggregate capital expenditure in telephones

each side of the neutral axis, 
a would therefore = i-5

= 1.356 io-

or> on the basis of a+b=I-

0.144-

cable, i,ox5-
is now placed at $46,276,851, though the cost of real property 
is placed at something over $10,000,000 beyond this figure. 
This works out to a capitalization of $124.75 Per telephone in 

earnings from all telephone companies for

1.356
X I = 0.9*

a =
1.5 The gross .

amounted to about $12,250,000, as compared with a
Operating expenses

the diagram, Fig. 4, we find tkat ^0 0.495 «• 

y. the initial fibre stress, amo of ap.
a °ne edge, and compression on
ately to 15,ooo lb. per sq. in- 

. means that in a bar which is . t a 
lnnocent in appearance there may

use.
cUttlFr°m

°n

*Mly

the year
little over $10,000,000 the previous year, 
were 74.0 per cent, of gross earnings as compared with 69.32 

Gross earnings work out to $33.90 perfor the previous year, 
telephone in use or

andstraight $13.79 per mile of wire.Thi s comPres"
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other

*"bdiriderj
some influence, either for good or bad, upon the 
portions.

THE RECLAMATION OF SWAMP AND 
OVERFLOW LANDS.

This is a natural fact. When we try to 
the problems and solve each subdivision from our own 
viewpoint, and for our personal, selfish interests, we ar® 
ing trouble for ourselves or someone else, or both, 
doing more; we are violating the laws of Nature whic > 
fore the arrival of man, establishel these drainage 
and provided these drainage problems for us to solve, 
is only one right solution to every problem ; there ma^D 
found ways to find many answers, but only one of these 
possible be the best.

Mr. E. T. Perkins, of the National Drainage Congress 
of the United States, gives an argument for national direction 
for swamps and overflow lands in the Journal of the Western 
Society for Engineers for February, 1913. A summary of 
the argument is as follows :—

The national problem of controlling and regulating the 
Mississippi, is only a part of the problem of our swamp and 
overflowed land of approximately 74,000,000 acres lying in 
almost every state in the Union. The vast benefits to be de
rived from the reclamation of this great area are too obvious 
to require comment. It is generally known that these acres 
possess wonderfully fertile soil, capable of producing great 
crops for many years without defertilization to any marked 
degree.

mak'
We aie

basinS’
There

be

igDor-
Can we establish arbitrary boundaries, often in 

ance of existing physical conditions, ignoring natural Pr
“Here, this political

ob-
body

lems and necessities, and say:
shall have jurisdiction, and there, that one?”

Physical, economic, social reasons demand that the
“d

ed
clamation of these 75,000,000 acres of swamp 
lands, and the control of the waters that cause them, 
be undertaken in a broad and comprehensive way 'n

The United States Department of Agriculture touched 
on this subject in Circular No. 76, Office of Experiment Sta
tions, on “Swamp and Overflowed Lands in the United 
States,” issued in 1907. The circular (basing the acreage 
to be reclaimed at 77,000,000) states :

I>a'

tional way—and this cannot be done offhand.
stiga‘ioDThere is no cure-all, no panacea. Careful inve 

and study must be had that there may be developed a 
founded upon justice, equity, and good engineering. 
be constitutional, not only as regards the nation but 
gards each state affected. In addition, every benen g 
nation, state, corporation, individual, must in due pr°P° .(i 
bear the expense of the improvement producing that 0 ^
either direct or indirect. With the insufficient data ava

plan
In those states where large areas of swamp land have 

been thoroughly drained by open ditches and tile drains, the 
cost ranges from $6 to $20 per acre, while in places where 
tile drainage was not required the average cost has not ex
ceeded $4 per acre. Judging from the prices which prevail 
in a large number of these districts where work of this kind 
is being carried on, it is safe to estimate that the 77,000,000 
acres of swamp can be thoroughly drained and made fit for 
cultivation at an average cost of $15 per acre. The market 
value of these lands in their present shape ranges from $2 
to $20 per acre, with an average of probably $8 per acre. 
Similar lands in different sections of the country that have 
been drained sell readily at $60 to $100 per acre at the com
pletion of the work, and in many instances, when situated 
near large cities, they have sold as high as $400 per acre. 
To determine whether or not it will pay to drain these lands, 
we have but to consider the following figures :
Cash value of 77,000,000 acres after thorough 

drainage, at $60 per acre .
Present value of this land at $8

per acre ...................................
Cost of drainage at $15 per acre

articU-I would hesitate to accept or reject at this time any P
lar plan.

But how shall we put into effect this general plan a
we shall have formulated it? 1 0vet

The several states were granted all swamp ana ^ 
flowed lands remaining unsold within their borders ^ 
September 28, 1850, for the spécifie purpose that the Pr° ^ \ 
of their sale should be used in reclaiming them. So far 
know, Florida is the only state that is complying W1 ^ 0f 
provision of the act, and except in Florida, practically .g 
these swamp lands have passed into private owners 
lots ranging from a few acres to many thousands, 
owners scattered about the world.

This condition of ownership is one of the difficult6® 1
desi*1a 

oriva 6
to reclaim the federal lands of the West, and when P^gDt 
holdings were taken into a project it was by mutual c 
and on a partnership basis. The government *3r*n^Sjap 
water to the land after a certain percentage of .0p. 
owners in the project have agreed to join in its recla®^ ^js 
No one is compelled to accept the use and benefit ^ 
water if he has not so agreed, nor is he apt to be ben 
individually unless he does pay. ;t

In the case of swamp and overflowed lands, howe ^ 
is not practical to drain or levee part of the land wit j,er 
fecting the rest ; each tract of land will be benefited w ^ts 
the owner desires such benefit or not, or whether he 
to pay his share of the cost of reclamation. For th'5 
most of the states containing swamp and overflow"*' ^ 
have passed drainage laws allowing certain majorities^pj) 
of lands or owners, to form drainage districts and 50 ^ \>e
all persons owning lands within the district that

with tbe
$4,620,000,000

tbat
$ 616,000,000 

1,155,000,000 must be contended with. The Reclamation Act was

Value of land and cost of draining 1,771,000,000
d

Net increase in value $2,849,000,000

These figures, though large, are not fanciful, but 
based on results obtained in actual practice in different 
tions of the country where work of this kind has been done.

are
sec-

Since this circular was issued by the Department of Agri
culture in 1907 many swamp and overflow acres have been 
reclaimed ; the cost of reclamation undoubtedly has risen 
with the general increase in cost of things, but the value of 
the land also has risen, so it may be conservatively supposed 
that the net result as figured in 1907 is approximately the 
proper figure for to-day, upon the assumption that 
cent, of these lands could be reclaimed, which of 
know to be impossible.

too per 
course we

Now, the reclamation of the great bulk of swamp and 
overflowed acres is largely dependent upon the control and 
regulation of the nearest main river system and its tribu
taries.

From the headwaters to the mouth it is not possible to re
claim or correct one part without at the same time exerting

benefited, to help pay the costs of reclamation. ^ to
Just as the states can help the individual land oVerir

organize their drainage districts, so can the federal 8" ^ÿfe 
ment, in planning a complete system covering 1 piap5’ 
drainage basin, by means of complete surveys an 
work out efficient and harmonious plans for each in

k
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2 Unfiltered 
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26 Unfiltered 
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25 Unfiltered 
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i9 Unfiltered 
n Unfiltered

Unfiltered
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3339
1353
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Pr°ject, if
”aonize with 
basin.
necessity.

desired, and 
the general 

This, I hold,

Wh°Se he !ïati°nal Pipe and Foundry CompznY, L 
> Mo d °ffice was formerly in the Board cl? Trad»
6uild W tr,ea1’ has moved to larger deters *8°/
Shy;sM»cGm and N°tre Dam! **

^akp t works are at Alexandria, On > from 2-inch 
,° 24-inri,VS and wooden water pipe in a 51 . supply and

n?s and minin8' ; insulated wire conduits, mills-and acid.Proof pipe for mines, tanneries and pulp

TYPHOID FEVER IN PITTSBURGH.

p;.f ®ef°re the installation of the water 
do„KiUrgh had a ^Phoid fever death rate of practically 
in th 6 /hat of any other large American city. As set ort
tration ^ reP°rt °f Mr" C‘ A' Drake’ suPerintendent °f

chi-- ^ peninsular Pittsburgh 
the ^ y in 0ctoher, 1908, and all of the south side, except 
deJ0th ward, in February, 1909. The present typhoid fever 

h rate in the filtered water district shows that the pun- 
J ater supply may well be included among the very 

_ suPPlies of the world. 
cerJhe following table, showing typhoid fever statistics in 
bUra'n-^Portant American cities, shows what the Prtts- 
the fi hhration works, under skilled supervision, and with 
has r,na filtered Product sterilized with hypochlorite ofAim . 
to ad°ne in the Une of cutting the typhoid fever death rate 
in t)lPra,ctlcal minimum. The results achieved at Pittsbu g 

thlS Une are by far the most gratifying and spectacular 

n°ted in the history of water purification in this conn 

TVphoid

filtration works

the first filter unit started in December, 1907- 
receiving filtered water ex-

was
was

fied
safest

ever

Cities.Fever Death Rate in Certain American
(Death Rate per 100,000 Population.)

COAST TO COAST.

Halifax, N.S.—The completion of the three transconti
nental railway systems by providing what they lack—a pro
perly equipped Atlantic terminus—is the central idea of the 
Dominion government in spending twelve million dollars on 
new terminals at Halifax, contracts for which, it is expected, 
will be let shortly. Halifax thus becomes one of two great 
winter ports of Canada. Possessed of an unrivalled harbor 
which requires no dredging or improvements to navigation, 
it has lacked, always, those terminal facilities which 
absolutely essential to the development of any port. Its pre
sent docking arrangements are adequate only for local ship
ping and go only part of the way in accommodating the pre
sent ocean trade. There is no provision either for the 
gestion that ofttimes arises or for that expansion which will 
be the resultant of the country’s 'growth, 
nental railways point to Halifax—the National Transconti
nental and the Canadian Northern are definitely planned to 
go there, while the Canadian Pacific is equally anxious to 
have an independent entrance, through fuller running rights 
on the I.C.R. or a line of its own. The volume of traffic 
these roads will carry to Halifax necessitates, obviously, the 
enlargement of “the spout.’’ It is considered absolutely 
essential to the proper completion of these great national 
undertakings that their ocean terminals should be commen
surate to the requirements of that great and voluminous traf
fic they are carrying now, or will carry in the near future. 
In view of these considerations, the national importance of 
the Halifax work is apparent.

Montreal, Que.—That the by-law regulating street traffic 
is to be drastically remodelled, was announced at the city 
hall recently. The amendments to the by-law will be of such 
a nature that they will affect not only drivers of vehicles, 
autos, etc., but pedestrians as well. It appears that during 
his visit to Chicago last week Mayor Lavallee was much im
pressed with the system in vogue there. It is very simple 
yet very effective. At the densely congested streets two 
policemen are stationed. All vehicular traffic is stopped by 
the sounding of one whistle ; while two whistles permit it to 
proceed. So soon as the one whistle is heard pedestrians 
make haste to cross the streets, but when two whistles are 
sounded they remain on the sidewalks till they hear the one 
whistle again. So familiar have these whistles become in 
Chicago that they are instantly understood and the system is 
said to work even better than the holding up of the police
man’s hand. It is this system that Mayor Lavallee will in
augurate in Montreal. Chief Campeau is to be called before 
the Board of Control and given instructions in regard to the 

order of things.

Montreal, Que.—One hundred thousand dollars has been 
appropriated in the sundry Civic Bill which has passed the 
Senate at Washington for the American end of the expenses 
of the International Joint Commission which is now engaged 
in one of the greatest surveys ever attempted between Can
ada and the United States. The commission has settled the 
Livingstone’s Channel and the Rainy Lake question, and is 
now working on a big problem in connection with the Lake 
of the Woods, etc., and also on several complicated questions 
of pollution of waters at narrow points along the Great 
Lakes. The Lake of the Woods problem involves the inter
ests of $75,000,000 of investment on the American side of the 
big sheet of water. The two governments want to know what 
is the best level to be established to serve the interests of all 
concerned. The sewage and pollution question is of vital 
interest to the region about Detroit, where the sewage of

are

con-

Three transconti-
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much as P°sslb find itdesire to see our roads improved as
the federal 'government’s bill does not satisfy me. ^gCiuse 
even dangerous in principle. It does not satisfy me^e pro- 
it does not insure an equitable distribution among ^ 
vinces of the moneys which parliament may vote. ^bsiif 
isters, it is true, have told us that according to t e g iC. 
act these moneys will be distributed among the ProV1 ^aS Bot 
cording to population but the actual text of the lm jggifi 
been worded so as to insure this. Moreover g°v ^ 
pass out of existence and the successors of the Bor ^ ^ 
ernment will not be bound by the word of the Pres®nUoW the 
minister. Why should not the present government t<^ 
example of the fathers of confederation ? Why shou^ ^ 
incorporate in the good roads bill the same princip 
had been incorporated in the bill with regard to the ^e[00s 
ment of agriculture ? Moreover, this bill appears ten<)5 
to me for it infringes the rights of the provinces an ^ 
to narrow local autonomy. Article 92 of the • 
specifies that the provinces shall have jurisdiction ^vi„cial 
local undertakings but in what position would the P 
administration find themselves if the good roads 1 e up 
law in its present form ? They would simply have t0^e sub" 
their rights and their prerogatives in order to get up 
sidy which would be offered them or else they mus

600,000 persons is being dumped into the Detroit River, and 
the Canadian side pollution from about 40,000 people is

The same condition exists at

I
on
coming into the same water, 
the lower end of Lake Erie and in the Niagara River, where 
the population of Buffalo is responsible for the pollution. So 
it is at Tonawanda and North Tonawanda, and at Niagara 

It is claimed that the sewage spreads all over theFalls city.
lake, and that the St. Lawrence is polluted before it leaves 
the boundary line also.

gov-

Ont.—The Dominion Government is ma-Fort William,
turing its plans for the building of interior terminal elevators 
in the West. The wheat production of the prairie provinces 
is increasing at such a rate as to cause a great strain upon 
the railways, despite their constant construction and the pro
vision of new facilities at Port Arthur and Fort William. In 
addition to the large elevator now being built at Port Arthur, 
with a capacity of three and a quarter million bushels, and 
the rushing of work on the Hudson Bay Railway, the need of 

is felt for relieving the congestion. For 
item is being put in the supplementary esti-

Atf
al'

interior elevators
this purpose, an _
mates. When these elevators are built all grain going in and 
coming out of them will be weighed and inspected and

This will enable the owners of grain
can

be sold on inspection.
negotiable warehouse receipt upon which they can 

from the banks or sell the grain on the mar-
the subsidy. , tfhi^

Montreal, Que.—A Town Planning Bill, undt^ ^ ;ts 
every municipality would be compelled to draft Ly
future development, is strongly advocated by Contr . lejji 
chapelle. “Town planning,” he said, “is to me t 0„ io 
of the hour. The way building operations are carri^ ^ a 
the suburbs is a disgrace to the city. There shou 0\0g^ 
definite plan for the whole island of Montreal, ho 
by the legislature, so that building would have to ^ei. 
lines ; and a better-laid-out city would be gradua V^ ^ tf 
I think it would be a good idea to get the services ^cb t0 
pert, say from Europe, and give him a summer in c0gDizc“ 
draft his plan. The United States Government xe 
the need of building its capital on a definite plan, a ^ fb6 
ington is the pride of every American in consequen ^nj:e 
necessity of compelling municipalities to build alon 
lines has been recognized by a number of European ^ ^ 
ments. They have made it compulsory for towns 
5,000 inhabitants to build and expand on a définit^ p6op'e 
We need, too a campaign of publicity to instruct ,aD„in£' 
and to bring before them the necessity of town 
We are annually faced with an increasing tide 0 a11
tion. The country population is moving into the ogt iP1 
unless we do something quickly it will soon be uge 
possible to do anything really effective. It is n wa5te 
proving a little here and a little there. It is °n 
time. What we want is a definite plan.”

Quebec, Que.—“This road will mean 
annually to Quebec,” said Mr. Geo. A. McNamee, ^ 
of the Automobile Club of Canada, as the brSt^way y- j, 
year to officially inspect the new King Edward big ^ 
ed along its route. Mr. McNamee was représente1 
and Dr. Desaulniers, of St. Lambert, M.L.A., fif5t °t<i 
was the government for the time being. It was ^
ficial look over the completed good road, on 11 j
Rouse’s Point, N.Y. In all nearly twenty mlle*g 
work is now done, of the forty-five-mile long ^ pas5? p 
Road. In fine weather the new road is comforta 
from Victoria Bridge to the New York state bor geC1' 
bad, wet weather the old St. Lambert to LaPra year5 .$t 
would not be any more “available” than it has &ot°p 
the past. But apart from the first twelve miles ^et> j 
really has no great “kick” coming, espeem ^ 
looks back a year or more. Where sections of

to get a
borrow money
kets. The elevators will be so equipped as to treat wet and 
damaged grain, and will be of particular utility in providing 
a further reserve storage capacity. It is intended to build a

find out exactly what good they 
satisfactory the government then

few elevators at once to 
produce. If the results are 
will go further.

Toronto, Ont.—The Ontario Government is embarking 
extensive investigations in the matter of sewage dis-upon

posai and the protection of the fresh water supplies of the
careless or unskilledprovince from contamination due to 

methods. With the fact in mind that every provincial muni
cipality located near lakes or rivers is facing serious prob
lems of this nature, Dr. J. W. S. McCullough, chief officer 
of health, will visit in the summer months several places in 
Great Britain and the continent to discover assistance in 
solving the difficulties which come before his department. In 
view of the action taken by the provincial board, acting in 
conjunction with the International Joint Commission, to ex
amine the boundary waters and discover the prevalence of 
pollution, a report will be forthcoming in November, 
knowledge will then have been acquired by Dr. McCullough 
as the most practicable manner of dealing with the general 
situation. Legislation improved and amended at the recent 
session places within the jurisdiction of the board power to 
force instalment of whatever water systems they consider 
best, and if a purification plant or a sewage treating plant is 
thought necessary the municipality concerned will be obliged 
to install it without appeal to the people. This obviates much 
of the trouble which has occurred in unwilling towns in the 

Dr. McCullough will visit London first and go thence 
He leaves Toronto during the

The

0°°
easily *£>

pa$5'

past.
to Germany and France, 
week of July 1, and the trip will consume two months.

Quebec, Que.—In addition to the objections from the gov
ernment of Saskatchewan to Hon. Frank Cochrane’s bill pro
viding for federal subsidies for the improvement of high- 

the government of Quebec, through Sir Lomer Gouin, 
out with a severe criticism of the bill 

In an official statement

ways
has now come 
as passed in the 
Sir Lomer says that it is to be greatly regretted that 
the federal government has not amended the bill in line 
with the demands of the opposition and of the senate. “I 
am,” he says, “an advocate of good roads and I very greatly

commons.

f0>neW
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We been built The Lapresse road, 
That is the

driving is a delight.
16 *n length, was completed last year.

“Hie in the “cut” through to St. Phillippe getting away 
nine the lmPossibIe Laprairie section. The remainder of the 
it 1 es 1® last being constructed and will be complete , 
tions 0Ugbt, by August. By that time all the various sec 
Pletp ,yet untouched will be linked up with the already com- 
tirety secti°ns, and the good road will exist in its en
atelv " be ^ast contracts for the work were signed imme i 
of tL °n Ibe return from abroad of Sir Lomer Gouin, premier 
SoinJ Province, and the completion of the new highway is 

£ °n rapidly.
the rJ ria’ B'C.-Now that Victoria is looking forward to
xv0rlr, nstruction Of one of the largest graving docks m the
LiVernat,Esquimalt, some notes about the Gladstone oc a 
terest °° * w^ich is the largest in existence, will be o i 
c°st w» CaPacity is about 50 million gallons, an e
bere .!* about $2,430,000, or about that of the propose 0 
the " W°rk began at Seaforth in September, 1910, and after 
in JanCeSSar^ ^ank had been erected to keep the water » 
shore Uary’ T9ii, the work of excavation was begun on

one
first
from

has be^n°Per' A commodious dock over 1,000 feet in

r S

do 1 1 6 new rccnptable may be used not on y a 
terestin*’ but as a wet dock, and that achievement is an m- 
Suite a d- °ne’ The ordinary graving dock is construe e 
are pro A erent way from the wet dock. The sides s 
The £ !?ed with steps to facilitate the shoring of the vessel. 
>cteH ct0ne dock i® Planned differently; it is con 
i® the * at tke giant vessel can either discharge caI 
been n/ mary Wet dock, or be repaired when the wa 
e*perimpn °ff’ Exceptional circumstances nécessita e ^
*«re carri the Plans for which’ Prepared by A‘ Gfound to 
be in- led °ut by W. H. Jones. Dock gates were f
? TW° SetS W°Uld haVCdht sliding ^caisson.
The Ca. 6 thls it was decided to provide a sliding 
°» the d °P’ when not in use, is kept in a chamber that 
the Pumt*- and i= operated with ease. In another chambe
Very li£ g ma=hinery is installed. A commodious pla^,
&,ï>es a small dock, it will be fitted with five f
°il en>h °f a thousand horse-power. The emplo^ent^ 
Cbinei! S 15 an innovation, for all the other pumping

dock estate is dependent on ftea™j cavity 
teStem the ‘m*’ A lta" Regarding the Rabbit Hi fol,owing 

Port; Montreal experts have presented 
Nld imThe system seems to have a number of po 1 ^
>?take whto!dlately commend themselves, name y,
Within Which Would form a rough settling basm in the nve
hver ,heardl.stance of a mile and a half of this po nt 0”orth 

South v a bdl 120 feet above the general /Jailer hill
J f:et hLhEdm°nt0n- Nearby there iS 3 mUChsaid to be in 

at! ’mrned' ” tban tbe former one. There is ld en.
kb e the te vicinity a supply of lignite which 
S in7 t0 be sent direct from the mine so«*to*e 

rescrvoih PUmPing station at the riverside. J or.
mafr 0n the larger hill and running llbef1^,? water

s °rn this s S l° tbe c*ty 11 would be possible °

te1“a >■—» * ”■ ZISSZÏ*% K d°ubt,ess b Centre °f the Clty’0DthS pressure in the 
by bnr, SS be necessary to raise this p -ncfuded a

61aCe f°r Pumps> although we have n 0n the
6r havC . a Pumping station in the estp" at the ap-
th/'mat ,e Indicated an intake and pump- waters”<t T::,,ion °f "iidi""ld «»".î«
Bin °f the , . ssure main to the raw water , ha]f$ throVi.ghest hi"- a distance of about two and 

g an elevation of 322 feet. From
the raw water

reservoir the water would pass by gravity through the filters 
to the main reservoir on the general elevation of 2,360, 
whence it would be delivered to the city through a double 36- 
inch pipe line about seven miles in length. Such a system 
would have the advantage of uniform continuous pumpage at 
the pump house, and it would give a low but uniform pres
sure in the pipe line leading to the city. The details of the 
estimate of cost of the Rabbit Hills gravity system 
follows: for a population of 100,000 the estimated cost is $6,- 
263,133; a population of 150,000 will cost $7,189,983, and 
200,000 will cost $9,447,172.

are as

PERSONAL.

F. S. LAZIER, of the Department of Railways and 
Canals, who was stationed at Campbellford until recently, 
has just returned from an extensive tour of Western Canada. 
Mr. Lazier is now making Toronto his headquarters.

K. A. DUNPHY has been appointed resident engineer 
of the Canadian Pacific, District No. 2, Alberta division, with 
headquarters at Calgary, Alta., in place of J. Robertson.

MR. W. D. MURRIN, of London, Eng., formerly with 
the London United Railway, has been appointed mechanical 
superintendent of the entire system of the British Columbia 
Electric Railway Company, succeeding Mr. S. P. Thompson, 
of New York, who resigned.

MR. T. KENNARD THOMPSON, the well-known con
sulting engineer of New York, has been re-elected president 
of the Canadian Club of New York for another year.

MR. D. McD. CAMPBELL, city engineer of Sydney, 
N.S., has resigned owing to ill health, after serving the city 
for the past thirteen years.

MR. GEORGE H. TOD, of Toronto, who is the Cana
dian representative for Ashworth-Parker engines, Bennis 
mechanical stokers and Broadbent’s cranes, capstans, etc., 
is making a six weeks’ tour of Western Canada. Mr. Tod 
recently opened a western office at 601 Union Bank Building, 
Winnipeg.

MR. C. M. WATERMAN, manager of the Eugene 
Dietzgen Company, Limited, Toronto, is making a month’s 
trip through Western Canada. Mr. Waterman will call on 
his return at his firm’s Chicago factory, which is making 

effort to fulfil all the requirements of the Canadianevery
field. Mr. Dietzen, a brother of the founder of the firm, and 

of the present heads of the business, will makeone
tensive trip through Canada later in the season.

an ex-

OBITUARY.

There has just died at Hayward Heath, forty miles south
of London, an Englishman whose name is known to railroad 

throughout Canada ; John Saxby, of the firm of Saxbymen
& Farmer. He died, at the age of 92, on Wednesday, April 
23. The first patent bearing Saxby’s name was taken out 
in 1854, for a signal lamp with a movable inner case which 
changed the color of the light as the signal arm moved up 
or down. This was the joint invention of Saxby and W. V. 
Greenwood. Saxby’s first interlocking patent—the invention 
which has made his name a household word among signal 

all over the world—was taken out in June, 1856. Hismen
first installation was an interlocking of eight signals and six 
switches at Bricklayers’ Arms Junction, where fifteen years 
before the semaphore designed by Gregory had been first 
introduced. In i860, Austin Chambers patented an improve- 

Saxby’s idea, but a few months later Saxby madement on
still further improvements, and thereafter kept the lead over 
all his competitors. His patent for preliminary latch locking
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.-President, H- &

Edmonton ; Hon. Secretary, W. D. Cromarty, Edmonton, Alta- -dent, L.
ALBERTA ASSOCIATION OF LAND SURVEYORS.-Pr|» 

Charlesworth, Edmonton ; Secretary and Registrar, R. w’J?5ubS.—preSI° 
ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYOR3 

A. C. Garner,Regina; Secretary-Treasurer, H. G. Phillips, Reg , t, N 
ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN.—Preslu dt„l, 

Murchy ; Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina. A-rinN.'prfS 11-
BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIAT‘Ui tor,a p „ 

W. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, deIlt] n 
BRITISH COLUMBIA SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.—Pr T.

Horton ; Secretary, John Wilson, Victoria, B.C. sident,
BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIAT!ON.-Prc dc„t,

Nesbitt ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H Lauer, Montreal, Que. Rg _.pre= qp1.
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENG,I.N„nt Hamilt0 D,tt< 

Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mou jron
CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION-—Thor 

Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaitn, .rrlO 1̂''
Works, Toronto, Ont. ASSOCl^A

CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS’ MANUFACTURERS * Toronto 
President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O. McKi°°°n’. Dion.O'

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—President, A-" r|to»’
Secretary, C. E. Bawden, Birkbeck Bid., Toronto. W.A*c .

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.-Presldent, Hon- 
M.P., Toronto; Secretary. James Lawler, Canadian Building. uHeWitt. usUrer’ 

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.—President, Arthur "tary-Tre‘* 
Manager Consumers’ Gas Company, Toronto ; John Keillor. »e presidcl,,,i
HaICANAD<i’AN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION Dagê«fl
W. Doan, M.D.. Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, fra .jeu'
Richmond Street West, Toronto. Tv,rnnto. ,

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE—198 College Street, Toro side»'
J. B. Tyrrell; Secretary, Mr. J. Patterson. Montreal-//, H°teCANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Windsor Hotel, Mon win()Sor
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal ; Secretary. H. Mortimer Lamo, m
Montreal. _ xxmiiam,CANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY—President. J. McWilliam£astie v 
Ont.; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., * t V
0ttTHaÈ°CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION-P ,̂ 0‘^rf' 
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary. Major Lorn .

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.—President, James °01‘ trie«
James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal. P.U- df,nt, r 

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.-PrToronto. 
Dubee, Montreal; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bond stre . , t, pr-

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS.—P«s'“erior, idea1,
Toronto. : Secretary. F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the pae^5d»

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.—Toro third 
G. Baldwin ; Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meet 
each month except June, July and August.

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS.—President, Mr. R-A- 
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Utt 

EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, J- L 
. B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer's Office, Edmonton. Alberta- 
ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY.— ^

Mechin ; Corresponding Secretary, A. W. Sime. stran6e'S
ENGINEERS' CLUB OF MONTREAL.—Secretary, C. M- »

Hall Square, Montreal.
ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF TORONTO.—96 King 

Edmund Burke ; Secretary. R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every 
during the fall and winter months.

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—Pr®s . .
Secretary, P. F. Rowell. Victoria Embankment, London. W- ^Que- gd« ( 
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant. Power Building, M°"__Pl.esideni,'befV 

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY.-^ ^cn 51H 
Taylor ; Secretary. C. McDermid. London, England- C» and W- * 
Council :—Prof. F. D. Adams, J. B. Porter, H. E. T. Haultam gff
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell. -oN °F I

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENU ^
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall. Toronto. dent. 'V'r ,()"

MANITOBA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.-Presm 
Winnipeg; Secretary, R. G. Hanford. . . D0uPe: ji(s

MANITOBA LAND SU RVEYORS—President, J. L- v jjii
Treasurer, W. B. Young, Winnipeg, Man. - , Brown,Sy . , (,'

NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY—President, T. J- D fc&i
C. B. : Secretary, A. A. Hayward. „ — Peer's

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HAV fi„mmisS‘°D 
MacKenzie; Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road vo p_j)er®
Ha ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS—Pres^"1’ C' ^ 
Ottawa ; Secretary. H. E. Moore, 195 Bloor St. E., Toront • ^

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASSOCIA greWgll.
N. Vermilyea, Belleville; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J- c’ 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S- Henry, Oriole. -dent, ..J,

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION—Pre gu'1"
Thessalon ; Secretary, L. V. Rorke, Toronto. rotn^'oid’ >

TECHNICAL SOCIETY OF PETERBORO.-Bank of v bo(.„, v ^
Peterboro. General Secretary, N. C. Mills, P.O. Box 995, ^ J.

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA—Secretary,
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O.. Montreal. uitBCT5’ 0»'

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHU t0(i,
J. E. Ganier, No. 5. Beaver Halt Square. Montreal. ^-.pxy.—K,nK orf11 

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING SOCIE1 Re
President, W. Dalziel ; Secretary. J. C. Cameron. McPhe ,

REGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President,A.J- 
Secretory, J- A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue, Re*ioa: vADA—Pf W*1 >

ROïAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA^ 5. y 
Russell, Winnipeg, Man. ; Hon. Secretary, Alcide Chaus • g. 6
^*qUROYAL"ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.—President, prof' L C»*1', 
Toronto; Secretary, J.R. Collins, Toronto. P. coh .

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY—Wallace p g.
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary. Preside0*' , r, v

TECHNOLOGY CLUB OF LOWER CANADA.—J/® Q\h^ ,
Secretary-Treasurer, E. B. Evans. Meets twice yeany cgi j» 

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCI _
VERSITY. —President. W. G. Mitchell ; Secretary. **',oN.—pr| 

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION^,, g- 
Marshall, Edmonton. Alta. Permanent Secretary, no g.
Box 1317. Calgary, Alta. R* ***WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY CLUB.-President, d M°
W. H Rosevear, P.O. Box 1707, Winnipeg. Man.
June, July and August at Winnipeg.

W. Lin“'was taken out in March, 1867. The firm of Saxby & Farmer 
was established about i860. W. M. Punter is the Canadian 
representative of the firm with headquarters at Montreal.

IT

ONTARIO HEALTH OFFICERS’ ASSOCIATION.

The second annual meeting of the Ontario Health 
Officers’ Association will convene at the Parliament Build
ings on Thursday and Friday, May 29 and 30th.

Among’st those who will address this meeting are G. C. 
Whipple, Professor of Sanitary Engineering, Harvard Uni
versity; Dr. Chas. A. Hodgetts, Medical Advisor to the 
Committee of Conservation ; Dr. Chas. J. Hastings, Medical 
Officer of Health for Toronto ; Lieutenant-Colonel Laurie, 
Port Arthur, and many others. It is provided by the statutes 
that all medical officers of health shall attend—as there are 
about 850 of these officers in the province, the attendance 
should be a large one.

COMING MEETINGS.
CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—Annual Convention will be 

held in Fort William. June 23, 24 and 25. Secretary, C. E. Bawden, 
Birkbeck Bid., Toronto.

THE INTERNATIONAL ROADS CONGRESS—The Third International 
Roads Congress will be held in London, England, in June. 1913. Secretary, W. 
Rees Jeffreys, Queen Anne’s Chambers, Broadway, Westminster, London, S.W.

THE CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION—National Convention will 
be held in Winnipeg, Man.. Julv 7-9. James Lawler, Secretary, Canadian 
Forestry Association, Canadian Building, Ottawa.

THE INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS—Twelfth Annual 
Meeting to he held in Canada during the summer of 1913. Secretary, W. S. 
Leckv. Victoria Memoriam Museum, Ottawa

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CEMENT USERS—Tenth Annual Con
vention to be held at Chicago. 111., Feb. 16-20, 1914. Secretary, E. E. Kraus, 
Harrison Bid., Philadelphia, Pa.

0tt^' 
Bela°«er' ^
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pOENGINEERING SOCIETIES. Street We5*’ *
ThU w G.< 

idenHon>crECANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—176 Mansfield Avenue, 
Montreal. President. Phelps Johnson; Secretary. Professor C. H. McLeod. 
KINGSTON BRANCH—Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick; Secretary, L. W Gill ;

Headquarters : School of Mines, Kingston.
MANITOBA BRANCH.—Chairman. J. A. Hesketh; Secretary, E. E. Brydone- 
Jack, 83 Canada Life Building, Winnipeg. Regular meetings on first Thursday 
of every month from November to April.
OTTAWA BRANCH-

177 Sparks St. Ottawa.
A. B. Lambe, N.T. Ry„ Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are read, 
1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months; on other Wednesday 
nights in month there are informal or business meetings,

QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, A. R. Decary ; Secretary, A. Amos; meet
ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.

TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, E. A. James ; 
Secretary-Treasurer, A. Garrow. Meets last Thursday of the month at 
Engineers’ Club.

CALGARY BRANCH—Chairman, H. B. Mucklestone; Secretary-Treasurer, 
P. M. Sauder.

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman, G. E. G. Conway ; Secretary-Treasurer, 
p, Pardo Wilson, Address: 422 Pacific Building, Vancouver, B.C. 

VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C. Gamble; Secretary, R. W. MacIntyre ; 
Address P.O. Box 1290. Meets 2nd Thursday in each month at Club Rooms. 
.534 Broughton Street.

Chairman. R. F. Uniacke, Ottawa : Secretary,

/

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION—President. Mayor Lees, Hamilton. 

Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W. McKay. County Clerk, St. Thomas, Ontario.
SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF RURAL MUNICIPALITIES— 

President, George Thompson, Indian He*d. Sask. : Secy-Treasurer, E. Hingley, 
Radisson. Sask.

rHp ALBERTA L. I. D. ASSIOCATION.—President, Wm Mason, Bon 
Accord, Alta. Secy-Treasurer, James McNicol, Blackfalds, Alta.

THF UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIES—President. Chase. 
Hopewell. Mayor of Ottawa; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C. 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount.

THF UNION OF NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES.—President, 
Councillor Siddatl, Port Elgin: Hon. Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready, City 
Clerk. Fredericton.

/■

y
UNION OF NOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Mr. A. S. 

MacMillan Warden, Antigonish, N.S.: Secretary, A. Roberts, Bridgewater, N.S.
UNION OF SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIES.-President. Mayor 

Bee, Lemberg; Secy-Treasurer, W. F. Heal, Moose Jaw.
HNiriN OP BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Mayor 

Planta. Nanaimo, B.C. ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer. Mr. H.. Bose, Surrey 
Centre, B,C.

OP ALBBRTA MUNICIPALITIES. — President, F. P. Layton. 
Secretary-Treasurer, G. J. Kinnaird, Edmonton, Alta. 

MXN1TOBA MUNICIPALITIES.-President, Reeve Forke, 
Secy-Treasurer. Reeve Cardale, Oak River, Man.

UNION 
Mayor of Camrose;

UNION OF 
Pipestone, Man. ;


